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Summary of "An Empirical Analysis of the Voluntary

Part-Time Labor Market"

. 1

"An Empirical Analysis of the Vdlantary Part-Time Labor Market"

:analyzes the crosssectional demand and supply-of part-time workers.
4

There has been cdnsiderab1e intrest in thug growilig market for voluntary

part7rime employees -- those Whp,.custoMarily work 1-34hours a week, on

their own volition. Yet very little quantitative analysis of this marilt

is available. The present study analyzes this market by using data from
7

the March-May, 1973 Current Population Survey to examine the cross-

sectional distribution of the employment and wages of pact-timers.

These data indicate that par t-timers are paid much less than full-

: timers. This difference is not due'to differences in the characteristics

4
of part-ti]iers. The two groups are broadly sim4arim. educational

attainmeqt. A.
- Moreover, within the part-time group, wages vary

as sharply on the basis of education and experience m they dm adong-full-
.

timers (although there i$ some evideiee of diminishing returns at the

highest levels of eduCation.and experience). Yet a part-time worker will .

earn substantially less than a full-timer with the same sex, race, education 4

.. .,
and age. S i

,.
.

.,
A large parCof this difference is due to.the employment pf part-time

A .
.

. .

workers LT:low wage Sectors o'f the economy. When the data were divided
. ,

. . .

into two hundred industry capation categories, about twb-thirds of the

)11
. . 616 4

part-time/f41-time wage 4.fBence was seen td be associated with

differences in the secwral distribution Of the tWtru.oups-

/

VP.



A guiTly and deband analysis; of the distribution by sector ofpart-.

time emOoyment wan cazried out. The principal demand factors were the

'emploYerst need for part-timers' and the rraative cost of-part and full-
.

toimers. The results indicated that where part-timers were relatively

cheap, employers were tutChmore likely to hire them. Other demand-side

factors favoring employment of part-timers were a, need for employees ato

irregular work times and a dearth of training and(prombtion opporttnities

(as indicated by a relatively low wage level).
. ! k

On the supply side, the proportion in the sectoral work forcof

groups with a generally low level. labbr force participation (for example,

young people or mothers of sMalllhildren) was positively correlated with
(4/ '

the prcortion of part '-time jobs in the sector. Since this result was

4obtained even whenthe deMographic compositiqp.of the full-time labor force

is dsed as a'predictor variable, these &eta support the view that employer

do
.

tend to create part -'time jobs where there is employee demand for them.

i

) In general, the statistical analysis supported the view that there is
.

ta large market for part-timers, Vhich serves both the economy and the

marginal me.mber pf the work force.

However, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that employers

are generally unwilling to train or to promote part-timers. Asa result,

poorly educated, inexperienced part- timers, have the worst
.

proSpects in. the

market. On the other hand, part-timers with a high level of credentials

are. . from,upWCrd mobility paths that would put them in.the

`hiphest range of the eainings distribution.,

e While the principal purpose oethls work was to celery out some

empirical analysis of the. part-time job market, rather than ro,devel

$

r 2 -
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directions for

4

this eiork.
t -

icy,, some obvious

the'diyersity and

observed here underlines

e

implications do seem to emerge from

compleXity of ;the.part-time,job market

inefficiency of any effort that "might be made

to initiate changes by imposing fixed quotas-on the different sector of .

dO
the economy. At the same time,

111

in many sectors to changeS in the employer's costs

suggests that modifiCation of the way in which the

affects employers' confr.ibutions tb unemployment in

and other pensiOa schemes, and, other fringe benefit

I.

.

the responsiveness

cant impact on their employment::

0

4.
t

Yr

3. -

of prt7time employment

of hiring these workers

use (4. part-tirllers.

surance, social security,

s Could have a signifi-

I

,
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,

The part-tithe jot market now employs over =16 millic/6 Americans. Of

. . .

these, about 12.5 miq.4on are voldntary part- timers. '(The. emainder work

r -10

P

An kmpirical AnalysiS of tke Voluntaty

Part-Time 'Labor Mdrket
, .

/ 2
t

I. Intrbduction

part-time because they cannot obtain full-time work.)

Mbreovelo, the proportion of workers voluntarily employed part-tide'
±

has increased over the pa4 two decades; from one out of twelve viorkers
-

in 1957'to one out of seven In 19\76.
1 ,

But despite the large and grpwingl'segment of the labor force whiCh
c .

...

is employed part-tille, relatively little 'empirical work has been dole /n

this -area. Moreover, while there have been'several very useful qualita-

tive studiesorthOeTil-as.beentvery little econometric Analysis of the-- .

7

2
part-time labor market. This report presents the'results of some

empirical research on part-time work. Econometric studies of other

3aspects of the part-time labor mark6t by Wigner and Jones and Long
4
are

now in progress.

oThe quantitative. Ludy in the present effort was carried,out in the

contest of a framework of analkysis which respdtds to several types of

1
Employment and Traini,nre'port of the President, various issues.

.

1
t

2,

ee Hallaire for a very useful discUssion of European experience
.

part-time employment. See Nollen, Eddy, and Martin and the references
cited there, for qualitative studies of:part-time employment in the United

.-

3

1

wits

States.

I .

Martha Wigner, economics department, University of Chicagd.

`,4
Ethel -13% Jones and James E.. I:ons,'"Women and Part-Week Work." Sue also

Smith, and Mor(enstern and Hamovitch.,

../
5 - S.
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, .

,questions about the patt-ftime labor i parket.. The. groWth of part-ti. nle jobs
p

;might be seenas a means of .creating more Ieisure. time, by reducing hours.

of work; as a source oiiremPloyment among the full-time'labbr force, as
," a ' ,

i' part-timers displace full-timers; 4as 'a source of. employment for women,,

sthdepts, and older pepple, ,faci,litating their participa,tion in the

.

labor
. . .

" 1

force; and as a ,source of labor for employers, and, indirectly, .or needed
4 - I

ser4ices to cahLumers. ..

2
detailed

. '

. , The statistical work_ pr,esented here, hag more direct relevarice
Air 4

_ ,
1

to the narrow Concerns in the third, 4r),d especially the fourth questions.
.

.
A.

But it also uovides inforMation that has a bearing on the resolution of
,

....

thebroadsissues raised by the first two questions.
, .. .14. ,

A
.,

--i,
.- (

/
.

.1

re
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It. Statement of the problem

1'

A. The Relationship lietween the Historic Downward Movement.

in Hours.ofWork and the Growth of Part-Time EmployMent.

From the midnineteenth centgry to the nineteen-thirties of this

.

century, hours of,work fell,by some.twentry or thirty hours to the preserit

standaid of about forty hOUrs. 'A careful study of trends' since the late ,

ft

nihtteenth centuw; indicates Oat 4thou0. progieSs was mtre rapiti in

some decades than in others the movement to Abner -hours was more or
.

les's continuous over' this period'.

But there has been no .equivalent* trend in hours 1.41M-ent decades.

In fact, the data
2

indicate no decline whatsogver in the weeklyNboursof

adultmales since the mid nineteen thirties. (Even4IW we discount the

levels-of hours during,the:depressed nineteen-thirties, and use as our *

base the full-employment years-Of the late nineteen - forties, .no net, change

4-

in hours is observed since that time.)
1 .. ) 7

-- However; the proportion of the-work force in part -time jobs ill- this

. .

/same period has increased. At first glance, Ihis movemrnt''appears to
. . I t-.

the conclusion that hours have I velled,off -.-- ;Co indicate instead
. ,

.

a vigorous continuation of the illi.stotical downward trend in hOlgs w'orked,

But a closer ana- lysis poinrs to.a somewhat different conclusion.
-

The

pa;t-time work force is overwhelmingly composed of people with non-mttkef

t
work responsibilities. For themo*t part, part-t. 4ers are housewives and

young people (uually students), groups which, a generation ago, would be
f %,

'See

2 For

Owen-(1970) for.a further discussion.

nonstgdent 1;lale.employees, see en (1976b).

I
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,

likely to have no market employmentv. Their increased employment does.not
, . '

,. t ; , -_ .

,

0e , s- . .
.

contribute to any gain imAelsurerbul'rather represents an increase in' .' ;
. ., .

.

T.
4.,, . , _ . _

,"worktime. The same is more oJAriously'llpe case for another important.
,

. -

segment pf-the.part-tiiha,iabAr foice,' 0;:e Moonlielters.. Only, an

--
1.41i'infinitesimally small portion of

tt.-

Americans hold two fulltime jObs; the
,

vast majority of modnlighers are able to do so because of the avail-ability:bf-

part-time Yobs in .the evening hours or on ve4ends. But, the development of
.

moonlighting hardly represents a contribution 1
to reducing worktiAs. _In .

. :

' suM,Ithe development of a large part -time la* market in the past thirty ./'
. ,

years has not directly contributed to the historic process ofincceasing
.

the leisure orthe_ working class thrik0Apprkweek reduction. This.conclu-
.

sion is confirmed by other typesof analysis -- for example, by d'iectly'
SP

' .

examining changes in Lsure time wver time through die use of time budgets.

It is also suppor;pd.by the empirical findings of the present work.

However,-one'can argue that the spread of part-time work' has hadesdme

Ai

. -

'indirect significance fon the shorter hOUrs Movement, an impact thatmay

become more apparent,in the future.

First, there has . een a^definite downward trend in the lumber of_ hours

- ,

_per job, largely as a res4lt of the increase in part -time employment.

Second, the increasing number of part-time jobs has certainly ,produced

.
,..

more variatiosr in the numb :r of hours workeceper worker: some workers
\

4 ...

\_
have 'part-time jobs, some full time jobs, apd some, the moonfighters,-one

.-
..4, . .

,

part-time and ones full -time job. In a sepsei part-timejob opportunities
i

act tb offset the endeavors to stan ardize working times through trade.

union bargaining and through legisl tive effotts. Ti-lis'trend, together -
.. . ...

, ...

,with the resOnt growth 111. flexitithe hichPX1 variationi-the
,

" I

12

/
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t.

.:timing, but not the number,ofehours of work), has afforded some American

yorkers more flexibility in the choice of their work schedules.-f

6

The flexibility provided by these alternative work schedule's may have.
an indirect, long7term effect on average hours worked. Thus, some

et .

observers believe that increased flexibility makes it ea sier to lime with

d forty-hour standard, and hence retard reduction in working hours. For

.
.

example, if-those who are willing tovsacrifice income for leisu e are ...
1

able to do so, bec4use oftbp existence of a large, welf part-
',

, .

.
.

.

. .

tithe job market,'they will tend to be less likely to organize within the-
trade anion movement to.demand'a geneFal reduction in hours for all.

But, on th4 other hand.,

- of part-t.ime jobs especially in

'the experience gained by employers

tional problems

a transition to

politically and

part-time

also argued that ehe widespread usage

the 25-34 hours'I. week range -- and

in handling the technical and institu-

of a short workweek-(,see section a below), would facilitate

a Shorter standard workweek, if and when this becomes

econom±cally feasibicbalternative.
1

'ehe.discussiOn of lvteehnical.diffiCutties itiolved, with

It

emplo ent presented in set D is of some relevance to the

uestion-of the economic feasibi7. y of a \reduced work schedule.

410
1
See below, pp, 42-44, for a discussion of reverse causation: whys

in w4ch reduced hours for full-time workers have stimulated employer
demand for part-time workers.. ,

S

7 9

13

11.

f

)
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B..;/ The Gowth of the /d'art-Time Labor Market and Unemployment,

Among Full -1 me Workers .

.

Some observers.arp concerned that the increased number of part-time

workers is creating unemployment.
.

Superficially, it.appears to be obvious that part-time work would

create jobs, not incr ease unemployment: an employer who divides a job

into two pert-time jobs is increasing the number of employed. Moreover,

.he is reaching out to provide jobs to groups. that could not otherwise

work; and hence appears to be increasing-employment

However, a number of critics (especially among those who'look at

this question -from the perspective of American trade unionism) have a
I ,

different analysis. BakCally,. they argue that splitting jobs' up in this

fashion takes work away from full-time' breadwinners, and gives jobs.to

ttNgie who have ad alternative lee of. income -- the moonlighters,
, ...

. . .

college students, housewives, and pensiows.ho'make up most of the
''4...,..,,,..., .

part-t" sqe labor work fprce. It is true, that ker
,,

s in the latter gioUp

e i 'N
would be classified as unemployed (or.as discouraged workers) inshe

absence of such part-time jobs, since for One teasoi or another, they
5

1
are unwilling to take full-time work. However, in the eyes of these

. . .

critics, the need for work of these so-called marginal workers is

relatively trivial -- at

bread.winner,

least in compariso with the.needs of the family*

Of course, this view of the impact of part-time employment is not

universally accep ted. In Tact, most professional economists would argue

A*
that supply 'can create its own emendmend here -- that the number of

jobs can in the long-run be expanded to accommodate the needs both of

1
0

. ,

The part-time moonlight pers rovide an dbviOus exception,
4

t

1.4
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those who seek part-time jobs and those who must have full-time work.

In thig line of thinking, a movement to create jobs foi part-timers should

be seen not as dividing up a job among two potential employees, but rather

as an addition to the number,of part -time jobs, without any diminution of

fel-time work. This approach would bypass the question of whether the

.needs of the full-timer for work-exceeded those of the part-tither.

However, the issue does- have some importancein the short:or medium-
.

run, when a sudden increase in part-time.job seekers would be expected to

be difficult to absorb. Its policy implkations cannot be disregarded by

the economist (especially in view of the reigning confusion in tlift'

4economics profession over the etiology of the current economic difficulties--

or tAhe prognosis of their nicely duratiod).

A key issue in this debate is over Whether employers use the relative

wage of part-timers And full - timers as a-guide _to establishing the ratio

of part time and full-time workers. Unionists are especially fearful that

employers will take advaiitage of'the.k fact that the part.ltimer -- not

.dependent upon his earnings for his livelihood -- will be ab4 to undercut

0110
the full-timer:s wage offer and so be able to replace him. Hence, the

effArt made in the preseW study to determine the sensitivity of the."full-

,time/part-time ratio to wage differences has some relevanceto this debate.

4

4,

IP



1
The Part -Time labor Market as a Source ofAloymgnt

f4o Transitiobal groups. .

\

.Part-time empl6yment has4'helped, Eacilitate several important changes

the labor force Participation,patte'rns. In the first place, the
o

increase in female labor fAce participation from 3.7 percent in 1956 to

39 percent in 1965 to 447 .pecent in'1976 has been greatly assisted.by

the development of the part-time,.job market. About two-fifths ofall the

new jobs for women have been part-time4.

. 4

Part-time jobs are attractive to many women, for several reasons._

1
J

Given the existing sexual distribution .of labor, the great majority.of

women have an alternative source of income ,ind so are not completely

dependent upon their earnings (in the absence of a working husband, a

-social security or a welfare check is likely- to,be available to supple-

ment part -time earnings). MoreoveT, partly as 'a result of that same

V
division of labor, women are .1i,kely to have tensive nonmarket-work

responsibilities)-- housework, childcare, and so on., Sow of these women

could handle a.full-time, job
.

it were scheduled at a'time'which.meshed

with their own nonmarket work tasks (e.g., if it perMitted them to be

home in the late afternoon; n their children arrived from school).
2

But most 'jobs are still 'on a rigid nine-to-five or eight-to-four schedule.

The responsibilities of other women are such that forty hours would

be too much, even if they did have'full freedom to schedule them. ti

Of course, manx women do not work foiiay, and many others work full-1

time., But part-siime job opportunities often play a significant role in

/C7-1
See Cynthia 11-. i,loyd, "The Division of Labor Between the Sexes: A

Review" in Lloyd.
I, .

'2
This is reported to be one result If the European flekitime schem6s.

See Allenspach.
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their lives as' well. For
..

many women, part-time employment is important

in a transition perioirbetween childbearin! when they do not work for pay,

. , %..
,

and.4-,later period, when the children are grown and full-tdme work becomes

\...

more, attractive. In the ears in which childrearing, though still time

,
-.. , 4

consuming; does allow more time for other activities, part-time work can be

\ , .

nsed;to provide both a source of income and, in some gases, a way of main-

taining old job -job skills.
1

-
Part-time work also eases the transition from school to work for yOtIng

peoRle. The post-World War II feriod saw avast increase in the number of

-. -

"young part -time workers; as student employment rok, from 1 percent or, less

bf the lah6i force, in 1940 to about 6 percent today.
2

This occurred'partIy

as a resu of the ear:lerhabyshoom, partly as aresult of the rising

proportion f young people going to college. Demographic changes will

soon reduce the relative size'of the college age population, but the pr9-

poolitidin of youths staying in school is not expected to.decline: In fact,

given the difficulties manyfamilies-now.incur in paying college costs.and

the inability of financially hard-pressed colleges to meet these needs

through scholarship aid, the future demand for part-time jobs or students

could continue to increase, despite the levelling off in numbers of young

people. Moreover, other young people, not in schoolt(but not yet fulty

attached'to the4iabor force) will continue to prefer part-time over fdllr

. 4It
,, time work. Hence, this rollpipf partrtime employment is likely,to continue

,

.

to be important..
I.

1
Part-time work can also serve tilt female student and older worker.

2
See Owen (1976b)'.
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Finally, part-time wofk can and sometimes do
'

d

es'llelp ease retirement

from the labor' force. A less taqn optimum use of part-timers is now
.

here. FrOssed retirement, (a gradual reduction in hours and responSibility,

to coincide with the slow diminution of the worker's physical capacity)

has been recommended by any experts in the fieldof gerontology. 'In

made

,

this ideal model, the employer gradually phases,out .the employee; in
' .. .

.
, -. .

.

. .

.

practise, emWyers generally prefer an abrupt retirenient for their workdrg.
. .

Hence, the older worker Must seek part-timo employement elsewhere, whe4 he
%.

. 0
'can only utilize a perEion of his acquired skills -- is a'beginner in a.

4 .

new organization. Another limit on part-time work by older workers is

imposed by, the social.securtty system. Underipresent OASDHIregulationsi--

, 6

thd,wo,tker makes moxethan $3,060, he loses his pension (at, the rate

of fiAy cents for each dollar earned-over this limit) Hence, both. t

employer practices and the operationof. the OASDHI system ensure that much

4,1, .-, less than optimal use is Made of part-time work as a way of providingir. , .

. 1 .

k I. ' ,...
.

,,.

.

A .

gradual retirement..
. - , \

.

.Neverlthelese, the exis"ting.oPportunities for p r lime work are
4

'
.

'utiiized by a'larie number of older wtkets.
.

,,
.

A critically important issve'in this discussion of the use of part-

,
- . . )'

time job8 'to accommodate an increased supply of worlebrs especially'

P ,, , ;

intere'ste in suchgmployment lg-the etent'to whichoemployers will
% 16

t ,
react to the. emographic composition of their labor`force by changing

.4

the mix of part-tithe and full-time jobs. Hence, the investigation of
,

.
'

.. 0 .

this issue will ban important part of the empirical work Of this study:
. , .

. . .

. 7 v

...
1

1- '
, -

For example, see tbediscudsions in
.

Manney and Schulz.

g

..,

.
.

4
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D. Employer Demand for Part-Time Labor: Employer Resistance

to the Use of Part - Timers

,e
lore and more employers are usiA art-time help.' But this adVanae

.

is occurring in spite of A long-stand
I

part-time workers for m4st. jabs. ' :10

preference for full-time over

Obviously, ifemployerb.wste'paying the sate weekly wage .t6 both

_

theygroups,' they= would prefer 'fuIlr-tiid help.' But even whpn chey trust pay
ir

' t,the same' hourly 'wages, tHey l'ave rdpd'ally* preferred the full2kimer This 1.- ':. ,

.., .

is not to argue that 'empl4ers wig
/

51wais -be, willing to pay-a higher'0
.

. , % ' :I., .'
, %It., - ,,

.

hourly wage to employees willi4 to put In Longer hours. ,On the "ConttaiY,':.

. \
. .',"

".. ,,, , . 7 -. . . .1
# ',f'there is evidencepthat when haurk,of foOtk_were reduced from(ver'y high

lii ... t
. ,

. ., . .,

level's in
.

the late -nineteenth anti early t.,entieVh centures,,iproduction
,

.'' .t . '' , ,,
,

-.1. LN , "loSees were minimal. t.lorkersiga,ined in. he4.1th and 'enetgy frerm the , . c_.., %
. .

, -

..

, 0/ i '.,

.1,,,

dianinishek.-fatigue and. illrress effects. of 'long hourst Ae-ciilentswere
41. . .

%
.,*

..,
r-esS likely to occur, quality,control -of prodUct vies imprOved, and others,,

A .
, 1. ' .

s, ...,_,,...% ,
t

.
.

.
.

.

.

,e,

limilAr% benefits were obtiined, Blip-this type of dramatic gain,
,, 711

.

* characteristically, observ.ed wIlW4. hours 'xif work are-reroluce4 frpm,p:weekk .

% 1
/ (

. V A

A. '
, s I

tot of Sixty or, more pci- week tO thirty-fide br fokor per week, ls not. .

*
,

#

repeated as one god§ frb thirty ,five or forty hours, to fifteen or
. .o ' I ' ' .

1 ' ftwenty hourg a 'week. Moreover, there %are va number ofi-reasons.why unit
,

. .

,

,,. . . '
labor costs will generally increase with vgy.sh9rt.hlilits schedules. .

.k 4 .. ' /6 I ,,%
410 A,

. .../ .
:" %

' 4 --'' * ..

1 J

1But see Leveson for a critique of these studies.

,

.
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1.; Training and 'Promotion Ptphlems

) , -, . ,..

First, the eco5oomics oftraining and promotion make the part -timer
\\.., .

!re,Igitively more cbstlit Many companies and gOvernment orCnizatiins A
4.

,-
)

c...._

provide formal training programs for their eMployeeil largely or altogether..

at the c,ompany'sexpense. In others, formal, training is lithieedl, .but an

employee leaW his-Jab through experience, ,gradually become'more valuable

to the firm. Eventually, he will be promoted through the various'skill.

ranks of Sis'job. In some cages, the 'workerimill then,move up to a
, V,

4' managerial or other 1{igher position in the firm.-
.

Part-timers are gerieralty regarded as Unsuitable for beginning jobs

in these "mobility chains:" a batic argument against-tie use of pare-
)

, -
,

1 .i timers here is that the expected total number) of hours worked ih the'firm
4 ... ,,

'. .--

byea part-timerwill be mudh less than that worked by a tull-time4. In .1
, ,

' 4-
- ....... ,

thefirst place, many managers believe that tie turnover rate of d'art-
.i. .

. .
,

,

timers exceeds that of full-timers. OtherSpoint to contradictory

1
) . 4 t

experiences, leading to some question about, the relati4shibetwecn turn-
/

1

..
I ..

.
over rate and part-time status.

. .'

guteven.lf turnover rates are assumed to be exain.y. the same forythe

' two groupS,,ehe part -timer will still put,tn fewer.hours with the compahy,
1

by reason of his reduced weekly schedule.

S
,

1
The.empirical measurement problem is complicated her because the

quality of the part-time 'labor *orce Often is different from the quality
of the full-time labor force. See below pp. 31 -34.

IPIL

I
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4

The implications of this difference for the economics of training can

4 r

it

elucidated wit a

takes(An
4

employee

simplified4mple1 Let4sus make the assumptilln that -
.

eight -huhdred,working hoUrscp become fully skilled

paptieular job. Over this period as a whole, hls net value to the
0

_company .is assumed to be zero: the-contribution.he does make as he,

41, approachesjull-skill.lehl is offsqt by extra costs inthe earlier period',
.

such as"that of4providing instructors; of disruptinother workers (who
.

informally help him to continue to improve his. job skills_ After the formal

krailling course); spoiled work, and, so on.. The hypophetital employee is R.

paid $2.00 an hour during the training period a30, $3.00 afterwards. After
;,

mit his training, he is worth $4.00 an hRur 'to the. company, so that the firm
.

/
then receives a' net benefit of $1:00 a hbur from the trained employee.

Assume also that the average employeespueS'in eighty weeks with the

company before quitting, or otherwiseng separated.

Under these avumptiOns,the average full-timer (wit= we will assume

works forty holUrS,o-week) will finish his training'in twenty weeks

(800/40 = 2G); this will leave him 60 weeks to work as a fully-skilled
1

.

employee.' The eimploxe t pays $1,600 -WO x.$2.00)-,in training costs, but
. ', . -

r

receivds $2,400 (60 x 40 x $1.00) in post -training'benefits; for a handsome
1

4. .

,

net surplus tif MO oh its $1,600 Jit.vestment -- a 50 percent roturn:
.

-. 1..., . , .

The case of the' part -timer i raAer.different: Assuming-a twenty-
,

.
,, *. - . ,

par_ .

. hourre-a4C5i-..- the imer-, he will rtv* forty.weeks'to finish his
. .%

fi

4
*.../ ''C'

.

ITo simplify the expositiOn, the argument is made here for the case
where the.employer.pays tiVe cost of training. -A similat argument pan. be

made in the case where the empldyee pays (usually by flaking a lower wage
*

while acquiring training than could be obtained by working as An unskilled

employee elsewhere).
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,Figure 1

t

Economics'teTraininfi Part and Full-Time Workers.

Weekly Cost/
fqx Benefit

$80

'$40

(See Text for Explanation)

, .

ot

_00

Weekly Cost
or,Benefit

$40

$20

0

A. Full-Timers'

.4

ar

1

V

20 80 Weeks
(

B. Part-Timers

40 80 Wee4

Employer's*
Training Co

Employers's

Net Benefit
Fromipining
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,

rvery similar results are obtained if it is assumed that there is a

constant 'Separation rate, q , so that t periods after a group of workers

of size N is hired, Ne-9t are still employed.

.

training (800/20 t 40)leaving a forty week pay out periOd. 'The training

costs are the same as in the fUll-time case'($1,600),.but the paoff is

now onl °$800 (40 x 2D x $1.00), so the company loses $$00 on its $1,600

investment.' Of course, this example would in Kactice have to be*modified

..

in a- number of ways to make .it more realistic. (For example; the learning
*le

,. . .
. ,

of some tasks benefits more from an intensive' eight-hour-a-day exposure

than dt rb; And individuals also vary in the exteni-to whichthey will

profit lom a more concentrated work experience.)

But the basic logic of the example does help to explain the reluctance

4L of managers to hire Part-timers. for jobs that require much training.

Another factor that helps to explain this employer reluctance to

train part-timers is the restricted "option value" of thrained

hmer. Writers in the field of the economics of education and. training

,

ha* in recent years strexed that we'should consider as part of the return

to training not only the benefit that will be derived if the 'trainee spends,

the res t of his life (or at least the rest of the period with the company

that trained him) doing just the task for which he is trained, but also

/'the gain that wi be obtained if'the employee is subsequently subjected

to still .further training, for a higher position (or for a horizontal

move, if demand conditions change).

These additional options are more limited for the part-timer for two

reasons; first, because it may be that the economics of training argtumynt

detailed above would make further, more complex training uneconomical for

the part-timer.

I
-621 7
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fr,

I.

0/1
4 .

. .
Second, because the time restrictions -- hours pbr day and time of

.
,.. .

w.

'day -L imposed by the part-Oba often sharply limit the number of job's
.../

. /

an individual can fill; 'For e4ampre, a housewife available mornings only
. .

may make a perfectly good switchboard operator, but might vever be thought
. ..

4

of-,as eligible for a j4 as, say' assistant offict. manager.
.

I

l

I

.
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, Figure

Supervisory, Costa of Part and Full-Tipe Workers
.

(Sirdplif.ied Illustration of Organization.Chart: See Text)
.

§tmervisory.Labor

Direct Labor

Supervisory Labor

A: 14d11-Time:

B. Part-Time.

Direct Labor
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2. Supervision, Coordination and Communicatpns Problemk

A second objection to part-time employment telates,to supervisi-on/

coordination and communications costs. if a set of full -time jobs is'
0

divided into part-time jobs (say, on a two-tor-one bad is), the size of

C144e direct labor work force may be just doubled, yielding no change in

,direct, labor. costs. But indirect costs are likely to be increased. The

probable increase in trainiq.costs imposed by the use of part-timers has-
.

already been.discussed. But there are other costs which might aibo be

.1zreased, as a result of using more people to do the same work.
fr..

There is a fairly extensiveliterature by economists and, especialb4,
) ,

by organization theorists, on the influence of the size of a business or
o

goverhment organization on its eff*

ik

iency. It generally agreed that

size'has both advantages and d'isadvantages. 1
But most of the advantages

.

of scale that are adduced can be restated as due fundamentally to gains

from specialization: as the nivaber of employees is increased, it is

atgkied, they can Be trained for ever more specialized. tasks. Similarly,

ini a larger business, specialized departments can be developed and utilized

to 4ssist the management and administration of the' enterprise. However,

done of these advantages is obtained wpe the number of workers is

increased by replacing full-timers with part - timers. The ecemmica of

training argument developed in the preceding section predicts that less;
a

not mote training will be given the' part-time work force. And no increase

°

I
See Prue,, espdcially the chapters on size, communications, and span

of control; Khands..Talla, especially pp. 295-297; and William.H. Starbuek,

"Orgtnizational Growth and Development" and Joseph L. Mpssie, "Management
TheOry," both in March.

°

24- .
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.if ik ,

But if increasing the number of part-timers does not bring.the
.

01-
..., . .

advantages of size, it does,impose-the disadvantages of.a larger work

$

production, or sales is expected which would,provide an economic justifi-1/'.

cation for creating a more specialized departmental structure.

force, discussed in.bhe size economy literature. More specifiAlli, an

.increase in the work farce will, ceteris paribus', increase supervision,

,
.

coordination, and communiCatidn costs: As the number of employees is

increassd, either the span of supeAksory conttof is increased, Athat

...

-each supervisor must oversee more workerAllor the number-of layers of

/
superiasion is increased (as in Figure 2). Hence, one would predict.

either a reduction in proddctive efficiency or an increase in administra-

_tive costs (depending upon whethef managers are utilized more intensively,

or their ranks are increased).

Coordination and .communication costs are also incrgrased.. Figure 3

presents the classic view'of how iheSe could increase as the nunher'in a'
.

simple work group is increased.' If the initial size of the group A large,
4

the number si links quadruple$ as the number of employees doubles. For

smallv groups, a more rapid rate of increase is predicted. If inter-
:

actions or combinations ofrworkers -- pairs, trios, and so on -- as well
i

\, as among single workers are chnsidered, the increase in the number of

. possible interactNs will, even for quite
.

dkall work force, quickly
.

.

-reach astronomical proportionsj ,

* .' 0

I

41

:171.-1/::

1
If ere ar n individuals ill a group,the number of possike'

,. ...e
. ,

, .- ,
.

1-1 01,--7)/w
l'

,..

individual in ractions is given by The numberl f Ater- .

. 2

actions among subgroups is 2n'- n'- 1 . e'Starbuck, 2E. cit.,, p. 497.
, .

.4
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a

IWpractice, communications and coordination costs nedd not rise
,

.f
quite so rapidly. In the first plate, not all workers need -to interact

with each other (or with all possible subgroups of workers). In the second

place, the flow of work and information is to some extent controllable

by management and,' at some cost it is true, can be modified by various

types of job retesign pans as the size of the organization grows, limiting

the rise in communications and coordination costs.'

On the other hand,the use of part-timers imposes an especially

difficult set of supervisory, eammunications,and coordination problems,

when the part-timers are used sequentially: for example, when two or

A
aka shifts of part-timers are employed to maintain a needed service over

an eight-hour period, or tp obtain a more economical use of workplaces'

(see the discusstign in 'the next section),. Then, two or more'groups are

formed,. with no obvibus deans of communication and coordination. Here it

is necessary to improvise -- -to use a full-time worker, 'a full-time,

supervisor, or overlapping shifts, to establish some type of interaction.
.

Y . A

. . ,
. .

. 1For example, workers can be organized into groups, which kepp

themselves fully informed, with systematic channels of ,Fommunicitions

with other groups. * .

- r
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.40 Figure .3
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Communications Links with Intreased Number of Employees

No. of No. of .

Employees Links

1

2

16 128

4

an,

. -
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10 3. Workplace Utilization.Problems w

Anothecost of increasing the number of employeeS needed for a given

work output is that it..;may require much more capital stock. This is most

dramatically true in such .industries as manuficturing,mining and railroads

(and in fact is probably the chief reason for the low level of part-time

. utilization there). However, it can also be important in other situations --

for example, clerical work in a high -rent off ice district.

,

A typical managerial response to this problem is.the use of shift work.

'When full-time labor.is used, the'addition of an evening or nightshift can
6

be employed, to douile (or triple) the utilization of capital equipment. But
4

in practice, even the manufacturing industries'make a kimited use of shift

work: shift workers are hard to obtain, require an hourly pay differential,

and are very often not as productive as day .rorkers.
1

The shift wOrk:principle,is sometimes employed in part-time employment

as well. For example, one clerk can be employed in tHe_morning, and another

in the afternoon, to maintain utilization of a desk in a high-rent office.

area.
.

But the shift work principle is no panacea here. n the first place,

theSupply of morning workers and afternoon workers may not be equal
/

40

1
See Owen (1976a). Lithe present economic conditions., depressed.

product markets and high costs provide additional reasons, in many

industries, for staying with single shift.

-28-
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-(see section C above). In the second'place,'using part-timers in shifts

. considerably increases communication problems among the work force (see

ihe discussioll in the precedinisection). hence, in situations wher-elphe
.

'.4.

employer wishes to maintain operation of his facility, full-tithe help haVe

a competitive advantage over part-timers.1

4 /

c

(o.

I

I

likin intriguing exceptiOn is the Rminishift" -- a half-time shift of

1

t

part-timers which comes. on the job,after the day shift-is through, -thus

providing twelve-hour4F-day of utilization. However, despite the interest
in this innovation sh-oWn by journalists and by advocates of alternative
work schedules, it has yet to have important. impacts on American work

scheduling practices.

-29-
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11 4. :Other Disadvantagts of Using alitt-Timgrs

Tikere are other costs of using more employees to 4o.4he same amount
.

of.kork. Eyen when no training is requIred4 gach new employee must,be

recruit edand screened before being put on the payroll. ay cutting hours

inhalf; the eMploygrUotbles.the ratio of all these fixed costs per

employee to hours of worktime. . .
s. ,

,

The fact that part- timers are.a minority group in.the labor force may

r.

impose' additional expense on management. For example, fringe, benefit

packages often muse be prortted for the part-timer.,

"Partly because of the resistance to change by many tradition -bound

tents, this type of objection frequently has a disproportionate influence

,,-on employer deci4on-making:
1

Government employee welfalre programs -- especially the social

security and unemploymentrinsuranqe programs and the ERI-SA regulation's' of

private pension plans -- could, in principle,' also have a `very strong

4.

'effect on the employment of part-timers, insaar.as they forced employers

to treat part-timers more or less favorably than full-timeri. In practic.el

..

however, these programs contaill_a mixture of positi ve and- egative
..

. .

,

provisions, so that4their nei effect upon' the employer incentive to

hire part-timers at the present time is uncertain.
2

I
Seg Nollen, Eddy and Martin.

2
See Nollen,Eddy and Martin.
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1

E. Employer Demand for Part-Time Employees:
,

*
Factors Supporting IncrensedX64e

The list of disad vantages in the preceding section helps us to under-
)

stand the relatively lifited use
.

nowrmade of part-timers, out doe s not

explain the rapid gro wth in the use of part-timers that had taken p lace:
't 4'

1. Better Supply a Part-Timers

The most-obvious reason for this growth is that there is now avail-

able a very substantial supply of Rptential part-time workers, as a result

of the ganging labor force trends discussed in section C'above.
C

This

abundant supply has a number of implicatiggfor employer decision-making.

In some job situations, it means that part-timers Can literally be paid

.
-less per hour for just the same work. 'In other situations, institutional

considerations -- union rules,- company practices, civil service requirehents,

considerations of emplo3,ee.morale-and so forthprevent such wage differentia-

.
tion, but the abundance af'potential part-time labor still,makes it more

attractive. Even if he cannot vary the money wage, the employer may still

be able to obtain better quality labor fOr the same hourly wage.
1

Neglect of this very important point has often led to misunderstanding
A

of the operation of the part -time labor market. In the empirical surrey

method, employers are asked how their experience with part-'time and full-

time helphelp compares. The employer often cites a number of favorable

ftxperiences he has had ih using part-time employees which, if not correctly

A

1Arid, d,hence,pay a lower quality-adjusted wage.

- 31
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understood, can be mistakenly interpreted as dekoting the efficiency of7 0
part7t1,me work, rather than the ability of employers to tap twiderpoo4.

of labor, if he opts for part -time workers.
. .

More specifically, the better supply of part-timers perTits employees

Go obtain workers who are mature, expertienced, and /

well-educated. Or,
. .. d.

. .. .

depending on the nature of/the e siltployer's need, workers witg such specific
"bw

1

40

characteristics as a strong back, nimble 'fingers, or an attractive

appearance.

Moreover, the personal'qualities of the part -timer cannot only out-

weigh the disadeantagej ofi)art-time work for t e employer; under some

circumstances*, a supposedly negative c acteri tic can, in a sense,

/
actual be converted into a positive feature of using.part-timerse Fob'

example, it was argued that a disadvantage of us par;-timbrs was that

it was generally not economical to tr",the This was a formally correct,

argument for the average employee. 'tut,' as any employer knows, workers

vary very widely in the speed with which they learn a new job. ,ff the

A supply of applicants for part-time jobs,consists overwhelmingly of those

whom the employeriVerceives as "quick learners" -- at least in.comparisbn

with what. the' employer can obtain at the same hourly wage among full-

timers -- then he will have to rethink his opposition to hiring part-time

workers'on these grbunds. Hence, under soine,circumstances, it will be.

more economical to train part-timers than full-timers, despitt the obvious

technical argument. More generally, the formal ob,jections to part-time

employment in terms of hiring, screening, training, supervision and

communications costs can all be turned around when the "hran factor"
,

lI ; . 40
n \

argument strongly favors the part-timer. .

*)

4
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In practice, this factor gains importancebecause of widespread-

differences in the quality bf part-time workers and because of the

heterogeneity observed among'job situations in terms of the relative

importance of human and technical factors. Part-timers span the range of- .

educational levels. Their average attainment' is qUite similario that of

full- timers.' SoMetimes the formal education of the part7tiMerprovides

skill which enables him to move directly intp a high statusjob, without

any further on-the-job training. (A part-time school teacher' would proVide

a gooexample here.) Other types of schooling -- for example a liberal

arts edvcation -- may simpp make the wdrker a better learner, as well as

\i
a.generally more productive person -after ht iS broken in the new job.

Part- timers vary considerably in the amount of job experience which /...-----

i

they have acquired. Housewives who are re-entering the labor market, or,-

)older workers who are stepping down from full-time jobs often have sub-.,

stantial'amounts of useful job experience. True, they are not likely to

find wuk as part ;timers with the same firm that trained them as nal-

-timers; but if they cAn find work-in the same field, thak aspect of their

training which is of general use in the field, as Oppoied to that of benefit

ohly to their previous employer, will still have value. (This d tinction
A,

corresponds to that made between "specific" and "general".trainiyeg," by

o

the human capital school of economists.)

And even in the urilikely case that ehe mature part-timer has never

A

worked full-time, he or she-will still have some general job experience

--,
(although probably-at rather low level jobs).

Such advantages are, of course, lacking in the young part-timer ,15
tv

he or she may have other specific, attractive characteristics for the empler.

,

-33-
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,

The broad back of the you male athlete, or the native sales ability

of the attractive young coed, or the intelligence and ambition of the

str ght "A" student, gill recommend them for specific openings in

the part-timer labor'market:

The job experience of part-timers with such characteristics

.

will often be quite different from the experience) of those .With

,

more average qualities. In fact, many of the more successful ,ay

be atre to compete with full-timers-for relatively good j9bs.

1

I

O.

4

I

rc
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2. Changing Industry and'Occupation Mix

Job situatfons alsovaryin; the degree to which the technical.condi-

tions are adverse to part-timers,. kr some jobs, technical conditions

make the use of palt-timers very difficult.- In others; part-timers are

only

/at

a modest disadvantage, so that a relatively better quality (Or

1

low4 cost) supply .of part- timers can easily tip the balance in their

favoi.' In still others, technical conditions, actually favor the use of

part- -time' work.
.

A second major reason for the increase inflhe usage of part-timers
4$

as'been a change 'in the distribution of jobs in the economy -2 away from

employments wheteipart-timers are at a disadvantage and towards those in

which there is a/real need for part-time workers.

Not all of the change in the industrial and occupational structure ,

has had'a positive effect, on the demand for part-timers. One advalltage
r

b, of part-time work is that in very boring or strenuous work, there is

some gain in productivity as one goes from eight to four hours a day.

But with increasing mechanitation, and a general4upgrading of jobs; the

proportion of jobs in this category is declining, reducing the importance

of this argumeL for a shorter'workweek. At leaSt a partial offset 0

though, isVfo in the greater emphasis put on the :'responsibility

factor" in heavily mechanized or- automated factory work.' The costs of

-fatigue-inditiced error here can be much greater than the costs imposed by
mit

faagut'in a simpler industrial environment. Another offset arises from

the,high job expectations of many worker!-- especially the young, rover-

educated",employee Managers report that this group is easily bored, and

some do find that a half-day shift will significantly raise productivity.

-35-
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A second negative factor is the increase in professional and technical

occupations, and the continued developmept of what some labor economists

call "internal labor markets." Workers in the professional and te,chnical

occupations generallY.requiAe, and obtain, more pest-school training than

others.
1

-Internal labor markets" in large corporate or government
t..

44-

bured4cradles establish elaborate training and promotion ladders; young

workers are introduced into the bottom rung, and gradually work their way

up. Moreover, the size &10 complexity of these bureaucracies often create

comPlicated'problems of supervision, coordination and communication, which

would tend to reduce the use_of part-timers (see section D.2 above). The

analysis of training economics in section D.1 suggests that both of these

developments would tend to limit the employment of part-timers.

However, a number of changes in the industry and Occupation structure'

have been more favbrable
2

to the employment of part-timers. First, there

I has been a dramatic decline in the proportion of the work force employed

in manufacturing, mining and railroads. Part-tiMe work is generally not

econtmical in Mile collar occupatiods in these sectors,-for' several'reasons.

Close interaction among large gliptips of employees is often needed. An

extreme example is provided by the automobile assembly line, bet inter-
/.

connectedness is found to agreaer or lesser eCttent in most employment in

if

AP

1
Only a partial offset would be expected to result from the use of

part-time profesionals by small businesses, which are unable to affor.d.
tlre services of one or more full-timers.

2
One indirect factor may have been increases in,demand in occupations

tilditionally dominated by females -- e.g., clerical woKic., gofty service
Industries, and some retailing industries. Then, the greattor preference
for part-time work among feltales would he4p to explain its growthtlyince
more femalet than males prefer part-time work, an increase in female job
opportunities in general would be expected,to increase the proportion of
part -time employment.

36 -
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these sectors." Moreover, work starions in these sectors are typically
r

quite expensive'so that when part-timers are used, they must be employed

in shifts, imposing a number of costs.
1

For these and other reasons, the

decline in the relative denand(for labor in the manufacturing, mining and

railroad sectors must 'be considered as a positive factor in increasing

demand fpi part-timers.
2

.

A second, positive change has been an increas in the employment of

clerical workers. Clerical work encompasses a rather heterogenous grp
I

work situations, but in general the technical objections to part-time

work have much lessastrength here than in the manufactur;ing;obaining, and

railroad sectors. Interactions among clerical 105-tlers are typically less 4111

rigidly determined by technical considerations than is the case in industry.

Moreover, work stations are usually much less expensive to provide for

clerical-workers. Finally, clerical workers sometimes have functions

which are heavily overlapping with those of the service sector. As an

example, consider a municipal employee in a lo,cal hall of records. He will

be designated as a,clerical.employee, although much,of his time may
e

ti

actually be spent in dealing with citizens' requests for information ---

a,function ordivrily regarded as part of the service industry. In such.

jobs, a strong positive case can be made for employing part-timers (see

below).

Perhaps the most important demand-side change favoring part-time

employmen, has,been the sharp increase in the/service industries; since

1 See above, p. 26.

2See Nollen, Eddy and Martin
change by conservative management
on the use of part-timets in manuf
acting under the pressure of very

foie discusdion of institutional resistance to
in this sector. But see also Hallaire
acturing by a number of European firms,
tight labor markets.
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there is often an actua technical advantage in his seR.tor'in the use

of"pert -timers. As a result Or-Service industry grow'

proportion of the population'is,employed in dealing directly with-

an "increasing

customers, or the users of a serv.ice. Restaurants, health care facilities,

security, recreation, adult edklcation, retail trade, repairwork, and a

variety of business service industries all.provide eimples.
-

.

The reasons for the widespread use of_part-timers in these situations

has not been sufficiently del/eloped in the literature. A basic charactr--

r
istic of a.ser4ice demand is that it Was a time distribution which is

imposed by the customers' needs to be served, at "a specific ttme (or at

401`

least is a compromise bewedri customers' needs, and those of the employer

and his staff).

In contrast with that is produced for stock'service demands

typically have an errati ttern over the'diy or week. Even in a highly;

cyclical industry,,a manufacturer can generally plan.mmaidtairian even

pattern of produc

times, he May dec

five days a week,

tion over a week or month: for example, in veriogoad

ide to pay overtime and, schedule work at ten fours a day,

and Weed to vise .his estimate-only, say, once a. month.

But a service industry will typically not
.

output. There will Be certain "buSy" periods,

te.

ve such 'Uniformity 9f 0 _AA

uring tbe- aay or week:.

In many such industries, much of the customer demand will.be found in the .

evenings, and on wedkends, dicta'kg longAims of cRertion.
1

There are a limited number of methods for dealinglAt fhe problem
A 4

of predictably irregular service demands. a) Employees calle asked to.

1Ln addition, there is considerable unpredictable variation. But

this can only be met by defensivem4nagemeit strategies for example,

by overstaffing.

-,,
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c

work overtithe'on a.regulat basis, to malfitain hours of seivice b9y
t. .

'

forty per week. b) Employees can be kept on'duLy even during slack periods v

when thgv'are not needed. c) Employees can, be hired' for "shift work"
fir- e

a
(using, that term no to denote any nonstandard hut full-time schedule

1

A,

for exarple, 11,+.M. to 7 P.M.) Or d) part -ti workeri can be employed.

In practice, all four of, these alternatives' are used, often in

combination. Bu ach has special advantages and disadvantag4. The

. .

drawbacks of the irk two are obvious. Premium pay for fatigged tworkers

raises labor costs, often dangerously above a competitive level. Similarly',

while semi -idle employees re qclite often an inevitable cost Of rhe Noe"

periodlin many.serVice or stribueion oAtlets, malttient must regard this.

'Nib*

as an unavoidable evil, to be kept at a minimum.

Theluse of6full-time shift wor rs sometimes provides an optimal -,
y .

. .
. . i

solution, but this condition-requires a , speq _time distribution of
../P..,

.
.

, .

JO
(

orders. For 4xample, if" the 40rk flow for the salesmen' in iamall depan- -

-Jo
went followa.the workf wouldBTpattern'in FigureA, shift wo provide an

/(7

.
id

i
ideal

, "
solution., In,this;special case, demands would be metperfectly by two-

go -

shift's kten employees each, 8 A.M.. to 4 P.R. and414.M. to 8 P.R. But

'in the ab ce'd _uch an,nnusually perfect fit, the resin of using the\-r----.\
: . ..

-.4

shift -option alone Is to have' idle, or semi74001.e.workers much of the time.
. 4, / . r,.

< .
For example in'tille-above illustratiOn, consider %le scheduliig prDblem.

*

A .

7 t
imposed by only a slight modifihatinn4 e.g., 'if the peak period extends,..

i4
0

from untIl 6,P.M. Now,-only the p art-time opL ion.(or some

combinatiOn'of A-t-time and full -time work'gis) wo

0
,

yield a perfect fit.

-

1
Or the kour,,d5y en-hour7day workweek. Indeed, this important

use of the compiessed wo kweek. '"

.-
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Figure 4

Distribution of Service Demands
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Thus, if the peak rung from noon to six ten part-timers could be employed

from four to six, and full-time shift workers usedto handle the remainder

of the business. Or, more extensive use ofiKA-timers could be made.

sta.sCsecond cve is tliemore pommon result: full-timers usually cannot fill

the schedule need, Without ,some empl ent of part-timers.

The increased demand for part-timers in the service industry is in

part due 'imply to the'exAllonsion of that sector -- due in turn largely to
/

the relative greater difficulty in mechanizing and automating people-to--

people serviPcs, at least in.comparison to the manufacturing sector. It

t '

would- appear that the proi4leay_of the depressed nineteen thirties that ,

we would all be "reduced to taking in eachothers gashing" if mechanization

contimgd, has in a sense been fulfilled,althoug without the negative con-
_

10 1
sequences foreseen at.the time.

.4a.

. r

I

00/1'The high incvme elasticity of many services and the low.prtce

elasticity of demand\jof ,some services were contributing factors.

a

I
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3. ReductiOn in Full=time Hours

But there have also:been changes in the service sector which have

increased the demand for part-timers relative to full-timers within that

sector. 'A principal fa'ctor has been the reduction of hours ofrwork of
qY

full-time workers. In the nirkteenth or early twentieth century, the

employees of a retail or, service establishment worked when the store was

open, no matter how long its hours were. For example, pharmacy clerks

in turn-of-the-century New York were reported to work upwards of 100

hours a week. This was an unusuallylirg schedule even then, but hours

of 70 or 80 per week were not at all uncommon in other service or retail

trade areaT. True, the clerk might be ict?e during the "slow"

,

times of the day, or at least underworked. but this slack .was deed to
.10

justify the .long weekly hourS. ,Such occupations were regarded as "light"

work and as such were considered,suitable toe,long hours schedules Zsince.

the worker was less fatigued, neitheOis health nor Fits input' and

hence his employer's profit -- were as ensit)Ve to long hours as would'

' hours ribuld coincide witA

be the case as in, say, heavy in ustry.

Because of the assumption that th
-,

those of the shop', the ilistoic msvement shorten hg%Cs 'in the retail ,

,. It

trade and service industries n!avtfally became linked with.the struggle for
.

.
4

-,: . .

local "early closing" regulatiOnsislipport of blue laws, and so on. .

°

. .

These efforts were quite sften-supported by local 'shop owners, who felt

.. .

that while such restrictions might iilOonVenience the customers, 'It would,

4 5.. 1 .. ,

not lose sales, if dollgs4tZe action-in a particular line could force
4

'r
oi = v .

.... customers toadjust their shopping habits to a less convenient pattern.

44
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praViding an ellsentilplly free benefit to their employee.
1

B .

i

Hours of work in the retail trade and service sectors remained as long
as

In fact, compressed schedules would reduce employer operating costs, while

.t
or longer than hours in most other sectors until quite recent. times. The

original rair,Labor. Standards Act of 1938-covered manufacturing'

workers.. But subsequent amendments extended coverage to most workers in

I

the retail trade and service industries. Hours-in these sectors have

declined steadily in recent decades, and at now actually well be1oW

those in manufacturing. Inigractice, the reduction in full-time hours

scheftles in the retail trade and service sectors has greatly increased

the demand for part 'timers. ,y

Of course, an alternative. method for management to deal with this
4,

shortening'of full-time workers' hours would have been a proportionate

reduction of hburs of operation in these sectors. But this course was

generally not taken. In fact, newspaper and industry accounts talk of

movements towards ever longer flours, repeal of blUe laws, even twenty-

four hour operation in some cases. There are a number of reasons for '

this development. For example, suburbanization based upon widespread.

use of automobiles Weld now subvert a community agreement on early

closing -7 many residents would simply shop in an adjacent

,11 suburb, or at a highway shopping center: However, a probably

more basic reason-has been a shift in American shopping

patdrns, based in turn upon deepseated economic and social

1See Estey for a discussion'of nineteenth century efforts to achieve

the goal of early closibg in retail trade, and of the difficulties'af

maintaini a collective agreement to prevent what he calls "hours wars"

among tier nts.
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change.

to1ay is

The crucial factor in exp'aining the resistance to early closing

that id the typical:American familftod-ay, all the adult membors

are in the labor force. Idit the introduction of social security and

other pensions in thej)ost-World War II period, the progortion of older

residing with their children dropped sharply. In the same period,

r force participption soared. More recently, the proportion

fblks

female lab

of female

several, tr

eade2 households Has risen draMatically. As a result of these

nds, the adults in the family (who of course do most of the

le shopping and purchasing of, services) must make their purchases outside.of

their working hours -- there is no Nl-time housewife (or

to run these errands during the working day. Hence, those supplying
AO

families headed by prince -aged adults must maintain operation in the

grandmother)

evenings, on-weekends, or other periods.

I

.11

a
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. 4.1' Trend Toyards Labor Intensive. Services

Moreover, there appearstt:o bye a trend towards purchasing those

ser vices which are labor-intensive, which accelerates the movement towards

4111

employment in nonstandard hours. Taking.thirpoint into a more speculative

realm, it might be appropriate to change the image of the future from one'in

whIch."everyone is taking in each other's washing" to one in which everyone is

serving the Others 'Kentucky fried chicken,'removing each other's appencrix,

or providing swimming lessee; (After all, washing clothes is increasingly

mechanized, and could readily be autotnated, if this were economica lly

desirable.)

In thissfuturist world, there is no standard worktime -- everyone's

employment requires someone else's "disemployment," or leisure, during

which the worker provides the seryice to the-consumer. Irregular patterns

of shift work and part-time work would inevitably be dominant in such a

world. We have only taken a step towards this ideal model. But the growth

of the recreation industry, and the astonishing increase in recent years

' in the proportion of meals taken in "restaurants" (or, at least, fast food

e-

r

outlets) appears to have already helped to raise the demand for part-timers.

'N41111 45 -
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III. empirical Findings From a Cross-Sectional Analysis of

9 / the Market for Voluntary Part-Time Workers

)

A. Introduction

The first section of these empirical findings presents the results

of studying the earnings of individ4i1 part-timers. An attempt ismade

to determine the extent to which part-timers are paid less than full-
.

4

timers; the extent to which part-timers have characteristics that would

account for th&ir being paid less than full-timers (i.g., have a different

race, sex, education, and expe ieike mRosition); and the extent to which

these background chara eristics receive a-greater or lesser reward in the

labor market, in co parison with full-timers.

Sectoral differences in the retgtive reward to part-tithers are then

analyzed as possible additional determinants of the earnings of individual,

part-timers.

In the second section of this discussion of empirical work, inter-

actions between sectcpal' differences in tHe reward to part- timers and

sectoral differences in the utilization of part-timers are explored in

the) context of an intersectoral model of the supply and demand of part-

timers.

474-8
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B. Individual EaPjings of Part-Time Employees

1. The Basic Model of Earnings Determination

a. Some-,11..asic Hypothesep About Individual

Earnings of Part-Timers

BAh neoclas-sical theory, and the liMited qualitativt information

on part-timers suggests several hypotheses about their earnings.

,

1. First, a lower level of hourly wages for part-timers'is predicted.

'There is some debate'in the empirical literature as to the extent to which

it is customary actually to pay'part-timers less than full-timers for just

the, sate work -- although itois clear that some employers do lust that.

However, there is consensus that iart-timers are widely excluded from

training and prodotion opportunities, for the reasons developed in section II.
1

In,sofar as, participation in this type of job opportunity yields a positive.

net gain in earnings, exclusion would ea

001111P'

n lower average earnings ft5r part-

timers.

However, this unwillingsness of employers to train part-timers

dues not mean that job experience is not beneficial in this market; in

fact, experience may yield a relative gain'in the earni gs of part-timers

as great or greater than that obtained by full-timers. Inexperienced,

untrained workers who seek part-time work might have con derab e

difficulty-in finding it; they would be apt to be.confined to jobs

that neither required previous training nor offered training opportunities.

Mature workers seeking part-time work are in a much better position.

They are likely to have had some years of prioeN1-time experience

when they were trained (e.g., befor7 maternity, or before retirement).

Even in the unlikely event that t ephave had no earlier fu'll-time

,;kperience, some general job skills will have been picked up over the

1
See Nollen,,Eddy and Martin.



years at part-time employment (again using the term "general" to

denote skills or training that have use for more than one employer). These

general skills will typically reduce the amoynt of further training and

"breaking In" that would have to be done, and ,sp will make the experienced

applicant much more desirable (since we have argued that the employer

does not want to train part-timers).

3. For somewhat similar reasons, the relative arnings payoff to

education may also be high for part-timers. True, thb higher jobs in

management and the professions are rarely open to part-timers. But

within the restricted opportunities of the part-time labor market,

4
educatiop affords a distinct advantage. The general training afforded

by education (like tA general training obtained through labor market

ekperience) wouldbe expected to make the part-timer more effective.

Vocationally-oriented training would have an obvious payoff (vi.,

t.he case of part-time school teachers). But liberal arts education

might also help, if the employer believes that the better- educated

applicant will learn a job more quickly, and' willAperform better after

training.

A special factor reinforcing this effect is the economy-of-scale

argumenC:i-aletimes mentioned in the empirical literature: ope market

for part-timers is in small firms, or other specialized situations, where

only a portion of a specialized input is needed (e.g., one-half of an

laccoaltant). Since such specialization is correlated with education #

(the firm is less likely to need just one-half of an-unskilled laborer),

tAtelaAve demand for part -time, educated labor is increased:

I - 50 -
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4. Race, and sex differences. Insofar as differences in the earings

of blacks and whites are due to,differential hiring practices for jobs

that offer training and promotion opportunities, and for providing such

. opportunities, one would expect relatively smaller differences based upon race

A;Aamong part- timers than among full-timers (since whit well as black part-

timers will be\denied such opportunities)
. Sex differences might still be large,

especially among young workers at relatively low levels of schoedirig.

Here, sex differences in biologically determined trots or early socializa-

tion might have the most effect (e.g., the greater physical strength of

.young males wo6ld be'useful in competing, for unskilled part - time --jobs

requiring heavy physical strength).

- 51 -'
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Time-of-Day Hypotheses

Very little has been written on, the effects on wages of the time of

day that work is performed. Yet certain obvious hypotheses suggest them-
.

selves. Among full-time employees at the same type-job, a positive shift

differential is customarily paid to those working nonstandard hours,: But , *:

w ;

the overall net effect of time-of-day on wages is uncertain. Higher levels

jobs offerAng opportunities for advancement are,usually 'ac.

1

edulpd during

standard hours, reducing the potential earnings of mature workers who
P

prefer nonstandard hours. Hence, one might.find a smaller relative'return

46 education or experience for this group.
. -.

Similar uncertainties surround the effects of time-of-day schedule

on the wages of part-timers. One would clearly expect certain preferences

among employees: we would predict that women with school-age children

would want jobs that allow them to be home in thelate afternoon, toepermit

Chem to Care for their children, and would expect young people to prefer

jobs in the ate afternoon, because of their school schedules. However,

it is not clear that such groups would have to pay a premium for their

preferred schedules. First, it is-possible that the different schedule

demands of students and housewives may be mutually offsetting. Secohd, as

we have seen,, an important determinant of the need for part-timer workers

is due to irregular, but predictable, variations over the day or week in

the demand for labor in many industries and occupations. Hence, the net

- effect of special schedule needs of employees on the price of their 1abOr .

will depend upon such factors as whether students and_housewives,Fere

.close Abstitutes in'production, or whether the time-of-day preferences of

employers tended to correlate with ,those of employees.
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b.- Empirical Results from the Basic Model
,

These hypotheses on individual earning functions were tested by

application of a widely-used, simple earnings' unction to various.sub-

groups in the labor force (males and females, full-time and art-time,

shift workers and standard schedule workers),
1

`Oa

(1) Ln Wage = a + b(Race). + c(EducatiOn) + d(Job Experience)

- e(Job Experience)2 + u

In this b4pic 'model, a constant percentage-wage increase is obtained

per additional year of schooling. Earnings also increase with experience

, ,

on the job,; though at a decreasing rate, levelling off at higher levels 'of

ti
experience. Hence, the coefficient of experience is expected to be positive,

and that of the
s
squ of experience is expected to be negative.

.\

Thisdequation was tested wiehdata.for 13,515 non4arm wage and salary

earners in the March-May matched 1973 Current Population Survey sample of

the U.S. Census. The May, 1973 Survey for/the firstitime collected.informa-
-/

tion on the time-of-day of the employee's schedule, as well as the more

conventional measure, the number of his hours. The variable Wage is the

hourly earnings of the worker; Rice is a dummy variable equal o-unity if

the worker is white and zero otherwise; Education is Years of !,schooling
*

completed, and Experience.is measured as age minusyears of schooling minus

six years.
2

1See Mincer for an analysis of this funetioq..
,

2-These'variables approxi'Mate the forilk.letion in Mincer (with the

exception of the race variable,-- Mincer used-au all White sample). See

footnote 1 on p.55 for further discussion of the experience variables.
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The results of least squares regression of this model with various.

,

groups are given in Table f (eqtations 1). Full-time workers are those
1 ,

members .of thi full-time labor force who usually work thirty -five orebre

.

%hours a week. Part-ipuers here are those whO voluntarily usually work one

to rty-four hours a week (i.e., do not wish full-time employment). A

*
full-time shift worker is defined as a full-timer who neither'begins work

beilkeen 6:3Q and,9:30 in the morning mar' ends work between 2130.and6:32'.

in the afternoon. A part-time, home-in-t he-afternoon, worker has a'scledule
4

that does not require :work betweea2:30 and 5130 P.M.; and hencewould

permit thdm to'be home at that time). Other partr-timers are classediai

°I.

Table 2 is based on Table 1. The 'first column ,gives an' average value
a

of wage rates peach of the seven subgroups. The second column gives the.

earnings that each would receive if, with their present characteristIcs,

1 they were rewarded ta the market place iwthe same way as male full-timers
0

away-in-the-afternoon workers. e.

t (i.e., uses mean -values of the subgroup -'s race, education,Aend experience

variables, toge ther-with the regression coefficient obtained in equatiolik/-

a.1 of Table 1, to calculate estimated'wage rates): Column thr e estimates
. .

-earnings.u.sing the results from the

(equation c.1 of Table 1).

ction for full-time female earners

The two tables yield,very intereiting information about paktimers.

Male part-timers are paid less than one-half the full-time rate. A portioni

of this gap is due to measured differences iilindividual.chacieristics \s,

(chiefly, the high Rroportion of young, inexperienced male part-timer$). .

4

But even after an adjustment is pade for this factor, full-timers earn-

10f course,.many wormers would not spend their afternoons at home.:

However, the distinctive feature of this schedule is diai-it-does permit.

workers to provide child care in the afterschool hours.
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.

.
.

hal r ' aiaih asmuch aupartemtimeo. T.4,4 characteristics ,of feMaie"f ull_, and
NI -I,r.

Jolt

..

part.:iinge&are,nearly equal, olt ale part-timers still'earn little more. "g!
,

. /

.1.han three-qt L-arters'the fultillle, emalg rate.,
1

' '
ii

:4 V *.
.

. . .4.. i
> The.regression analysis generally supports the hypotheses ip section A.,

-
. , . 0# - ,.., , ' .

above. The lower,wa ks of part-timers Are'associated with the much lower
4 ! ', ,.e 4
constant perms Observed for that group. The other 'regression ,coefficieaS

ft°
.

Noggest that the, re laiive payoffs to individual characteristics'are on.

4

I.

b&lance AS.goodl. as those for.full=timers.
3

i 7,

Loth education, and erience.varfableeifdistinguish.as well among

.4
Ali

..

part-timerstg among full-timees.. , In fact, the payo o experience may .be

sotewhat higher among female part-timers. Sxpermence coefficients are
.5

1
The observed 21%t d4fPerence may, course, r'

bi in -tbe. equation,apat Vtom part-time status.
done tootandardiae, for number and age cif children,
itldicaCte.:thatthe adjusted differential may,ha abou

2

eflect other factors,
Sothe'preliminary workii$,
and student status,
t417 percent.

These imply a.31-39% differential between the earnings'of full-
rimers and part-,Ztimets (at a Piero level of 'the independent variables).

'
/4

A

.3
An,attempt s made to determine whether these were statistically'

'significant aitferencei in constant terms, ind Other 'regression coefficients,A t .. . .

fart andjull7time workers, Part and.fulI-time workers were co :pined,

a dummy variable was created, equal to one -for part- timers and to Aro
for full-timers. This was introduced intot4 equationlor males and females

if to, Cle4thine Whether the constant term was statistically significant. Inter-,
. .

actioeiterms, with the constant multiplied by the race; educatiop,.experience,
and expgr'ientesquared terms, respectively were next added. The results
obtained inthese est4htions were consistent-with the hypotheses that'the.

differences inconstant terms were significantfor both males and 'fimale,s, ,
.

cl- and-trlatTlen-Part-time/full-time differences in the:coefficients .of he
educaviDnArldexpeYisriceyariales were significant for females. OtheN.

0,.vasiablas yielded mixed or, insignificant reski ,ltsc
, .

4 r .0r 1,

,See the discussipn'in the next sect.lonof the effect of race Oh

eatnin4t.,,-_ . '
.

_______,-----7--

= ,

.""
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44.

4

similar among tale part-timers and full -timers, but are Significantly `Yoder
.

among female full-timers.
1

.

Thus, these ,results support'xlie hypothesis that, while.part-of rs are
0

. AP
. .

in general barred'from well-paying jobs-, there, is till a sharp( di, ferentia-P

%(
. .

, . .

...
,

, -., ,, t . v.-

tion among them.on, the .basj.s of edudhtion, experience and sex. .31' . , .
.

.
.

, .

The time-of-day results in equations 1 afford an interesting-dodileffent
. . .,4 ..

A '

.-

to those sed upon duration of worktime,. The regressitm,resurts for female

ifdll-ti shift and nonshift workers are rather similar: 'However, the
- rif s

-.heavier concentration o .shift workers in manufacturing, mining and

at
railroads produces a somewhat diff,eren; result: a much.higher constant.tefh

) ,

r 0

As ohServed for male shift workerd, but a very 19w pay4ff fog eduCation and',
.

. .

.er
,

4

.
N

experience (consisted with the hypothesis tha4poSitive shift differentials

are to be offset by redPced opportunities for high level jobs aE nonAandard

hours). Overall, pale shift workers' earn about flight percnt less than

1a and wo*kers. °
,

..

.,..s.,,,,.
A ,-.

. . V

,

.

The cross-sectional. analysis in s6ction C7 below demonatra4s that

.rr
t

emong part-time employees; women, especially.tftdse With young 6ildren, are °

.1-
Y.

$

. -. .

.1

41101 more likely
,

to be employed
O

at'jobs that peF ._miTthem to be at in .

.

.
,,

the afternoon. Also, young single males ar much more-likeTy to be emplq570, , r
. , , ., ,

;1;

c
.

/ r '
71O

.

in the late afte'rnoon (see Table 4a):,' .
.

. t-
9 *

a
0 I e

.

See- Mincer and POlachek'for an anakysi,of*he return ,to experience

among'female woikers. The CPS sur 'vey data used in-the gresent effOrt permitsh

only ahig, crude measurement of experiencl (age-schooling-five). Among

, ,a' ,

feMales,One would expect' this,measure to' be pqsitivel/ correlated with
.

experierice, but to overstate it. MoreoVer, part-tide experience would be

. expected 0) leadAto les arnings growth than (d11,-time e' ience. Hence,-
,-.

°' 1P it is at first lance surprisinethat the proxy variable yie ch positive

results for thalinflnence of experience on part-?imeearnings. However, if .

.
'mature women workers,typically move back and forth betweenpatt and full-time.

...... work, the work hiss of each*will 1)6 a composite of the, two types'of job

experience. Pre minafy results frdm a lonaituAinaf study of mature women .

now in progress finds that such. Movement is in.-fact very common. See note 4

on page 5 above'. ,

- 5p
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t

However; such time-of-day differences in the emploYment of part- timers

do 'not appear to effect their wages, (See Tables 1 and 2). The average wage-1.

.

and the returns'to individuel chefacteristics are roughly the same among

.
>

.

, -
the two groups of females.- (The male "home-in-the-afternoon" group was too

-

small for a.successful regression estimate of this type.)'

1

p

if

;

. i

Y 1 ,

..- -

`,An attempt was made to:determine whether'there were statistically -

tignificaef differences j_n constant terms, and. other regression, coefficients,-

between the twei groups of femalepart-timers, using the method"described in..

9014P note 3 on page 55. The results did'ndt reject, the hypothesis of no

.

.
,ptatisticalliy(sLgnif iclat difference.

4

.111r-r'
)

V .>
1

. - 1 t . 4I
r 4

1

4 '
.c 4 II I
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4

a a. Male, Standard' Schedule.

1. R2 = .27

.TABLE 1

.

.Earnings' Functions for Fula and Part-Time Em 1 ees

Full-Time Workers

.

ilekhourly ges = .0049 + .2136(Race) + .0663 (education) + .0344 (Experience)

. t -ratio (940) (32.64) (23.92)

N..1) ,..1......_--2 .

. . r
. .r.0005 (Experience)1

. .6-

LA
co

. )4\
t -ratio (-18.00%

If
4.

if 0
1 -

2.4 R2 = .28

Log hourly wages)

A

-.3552 + .2241 (Race) 11- :0892 (Educition)-+ .0524 (Experience)

t tatio (10.35) . (22;75) (17.46)

t -Eetio

lot

- -.0007 (Experience - .0016 (Educatipn) (Experience)

(-22.00)

410

.(7.90)

Ifs

59
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ad

(Table 1 - ConcKedii- Page 2)

:

.b. Male, Shift Work

FullATIR$ Worivrs

A

1. R
-1

= .14

. -

Log hourlY. wages = .6044 + .1364 (Race) .0326 (Education) 41 .4294 (Experience)

j -ratio (3.81) (649i-

1:0406 (Experience)2

4),
-.A

(-9.50)

.14R

t-

I

.3919 + .1385 (Race) '.0476 ,(EducatiOn) +. .0392 (Experience)

t=rAtio . (3.87) (4.44), (5.67)

9,

trratio

t.

.0006 (Experience)
2

laf

/-% .0006 (EdtkatiJn) (Experience)

61
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0

S
(Table Contillued - Page 3)

4 Full-Time Workers

c, Female, Standard Schedule /

1.
2

= 25

Log hourly wages = -.2450 + .1256 (Race) + .0776 (Education) + .0164(ExperienFe)

t-ratio (5.52) (27.72). . (9.73)

t -ratio,

4'

#

- .0003,4Expeitence)2

(7.50)

,

Log hourly wages = r.5977 + .1322 (R1ce). + -.1009 (Education) + .0334 (Experience).

t ratio (5.83) (19.18)

0

t -ratio

(9.11)

{
-.0004 (Experience)

2
- .0010 (Education)(Experierv)2

(-9.75)

*2
63-
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Ime

(Table I - Continued Page 4)

Full-Time Workers

d. Fedale, Shift Work

=
1.

2
= .17

ti

Log hourly wages = -.1859 + .Q037 (Race) + .0768 (Education) + .0204 (Experience)

.
t-ratio (.06) , (7.16) (3.74)

.. .

t- ratio .

.

- .0004 (Experience)
2

(-3.82)

...
-z-

.2. R,2

.

=.'.17
a

Log hourly wages = -:2783 + .0045 (Race) + .0834 (EducatiOn) + .0243 (Experience).
4

t

r t-ratio (.0A) (353) (1.81)

- .0004 (Experience}
2

- .0002 (Education)( erience)
2

t-ratio (-3.18) \31)

4
65.



Table 1 - Continued - Page 5)

:. Male

1. it 2 = .21

Log hourly wages = -.3648

t-ratio

cr%

t-ratio

66

2. R 2 . = .27

Log hourly wages = -.9468

t-ratio (1.92) (10.00)' (8.17)

Part-Time Workers'

+ .047^0 (Race)

(.55)

:I- .0738

(7.68)

(Education)

"

.0334 (Experience),

(5.22)

-

v

.0005(Experittnce)2

(-3.54)

+ .1618 (Mace) 4 .1098 (Educ tion) + .07433 eExperience)

t -ratio
,1 ,

111,

.0008 (Experience)
2

(-6.00).

- A1026 (Education) (Experience)

S-6.17)

4.

,4

66



4.

0'

Air

.

(Table 1 7- Continued.- Page 6)

-

f . Fdmaile; Away. in Af ternogn

Bart -Time Watkers

t

)

S

Log-hourly wpiel% -.9054 + ,0075 (Race) + .110* (EauaatiOn) + .0273 (Aperience)
I

f
"- .747

t -ratio (.12) (13:t) .'

,,, . .0

.4

t-ratip

(1.44)

%0004 JExperienge)
a

-7.33)

2. ii 2 = :34* ' ,
I

,.
. \

. .

1 . Ldg hourly iiages., = . -/.,5959 + .422 trit'ace) ; .150',(Educat,ion) + .0623 (Experien42/
, .

t-r tiq. 1: 72) , (13.52): c8.73) , ' Itli

#

, 74

# _ ,

,. 0006 (Experience)
2

-, .0024 (Education) (Experience)

(*4) i a

*
.

*
....*

A_

I`

k

I

0

t-ratio

4
,

a '

.411

-e

k

0



Ir

(Table - Conilnuad

i

I.

Femate, Home in Afternoon-

- 4r

1. 'R ='.17 .

'

e 7)

dart-Time-Worker*

ti

, .
houlsly wages = - .7832,.- .0484 (Race) + .'0455 (Education) * .0362 gxperience)

2'

. t- -ratio 4111=.34)

t -ratio

(5.34) (5.27)
-

- .0006 (EgArience)
2

1-4:14)

$
2. R '= .18

. .
I

. .

Log hourly wages .= -1.4776' + .0527 (Race) -+ .t400 {Education) + .0695 (Experience)

4: . 0.

t-ratio,. ..36) (5.62) (4.76)
-

-ratio

.0007 (4perience)2 - ..,0022(g4uctlan) (Experience)

(-4,80)
\ 410

( -2.52)

.

4

. '
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*4.

4

4

4

TABLE 2

Actual and Estimated Earnings Per Hour

Estimated 1

Earnings Per

Houe-cUsing
Male Full-

Actual P Time Standayd

'E4rttings Schedule

Per Hpur Coefficients)
...

Mile; Full-Time
§kandatt
3thedule 4.31

Shift Work 3.99
.

.

M'a;13e, Part -Time

.

a

4

2.09 /

Fematet Ful-Time*
Standard
Schedule $ 2.87

Shift Worms._ 2,.50

,

Fer6a1t,*Plotr-TIme

Away' in

Afternoon . 2.04

1
Home in
Afternoon . 2.05,

.

4

T

3.94

-1341

.

$ 4.25

3.95 . $ 2.63

o

Estimated Earning's

Per, Hour (Using,

Female Full-Time
Standard Schedule
Coefficients)

3.72

3.90

2.62

2:65

is

4 IP.

OK,

' 4
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2. Interaction Effects

.a.
\

Hypotheses AmqUt:Possible FurtAe; Interaction
Effects in the-Basic Model

. .. k. 4

The basis qmpirical modelAm'equition 1 was next- expanded to consider,

some more complex hypotheses about the market fdr part -- tiers:. to'explor -e

7the possibility thatthe independent variables irvthat 'equationinteract in

-determining wages.) The model in equation 1,0sumeS constant relative

returns from each successiv,e'leveL of "schooling, yet it is possible that
Alp

additional levels will havatmewhat different relative effects (for

example, thot finishing college will,Yield different percentage gain in

earnings than wiLl'finishieg high school). Thedirection of this inter-
.

action effect -1,i.e., of the .effect of additional astionon the
. ,

marginal return toostill further sc hooling -- will ift general depend'upon

at

the available supply and deMand for manpower at'dffetent levels of

'education (i.e., on tqe-market for college graduates, hi:gh school...graduates,

and high school dropouts) in tht year in which the survey was taken. How-

. /
ever, one wolit d predict that increasing returns to educatiOn

.

would be less
.

.$$

likely, in general, for part-timers, or for full-time shift worke ;s, than

-for full-time standard schedule workers. It is plausible to expect ttat

high levels'or education may serve some full.lt.imers as away Of embarking.

. .

upon an upwardly mobile career in business or,the'professions, that will
. 1

$

take them to the top of the earnings distribution.. But 'education
ft
wouli

4 ,
.

more likely _serve the part-timer simply as a ticket of .admission into

entry levefiMpioyment, making increasing teturns to schaolingixather
as

.

unlikrly forithis group.'

1
The interactions discussed in this section -are, 'of

extend beyOnd rhe interactions implied in equation (1).

- 66-
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Years of schooling and'years of edtcation are also likely to affeN
r

.

percentage gains in earnings in aninteractive fashion. If eliployers
4 4

tended to regard prior experience and educatioh at least partially as

substitutes in evaluatingan employee, or prospective employee (so that an

above standard level of education could suegtitute for a below standard
'1

level cif exper nce and vice verge) one would be more likely to expeict a

negative int'er cLion here. 4n t4e other hand, if the job market were one

ilow4ch educatiou and experience wereinot good substitutet, so that one

had to have high lettels of both in fairly rigid prOportions in order to

progress in on's cereer,4then a positive interaction might be more lik4ly

be observede lf one hypothesizes that the difficuitift partLtimers face

d for we oyment .can often be overcome. eithe41:7ugh

r experience, and if expects that part-timers will

be barred from upward mobility path's which require both experience and

4 'education',Iistrongrnegative education-experience interaction would btlbore

likely for part -time earnings.

I 1

._A

1'

AS*

(17

12

I



b. Empirical Findings on Further Intera4ction Effects

4

4444
410/

These hypotheses were tested empiridilly by expanding the model in

1 equation (1).

Log hourly wages = a + b(Race) + c(Education) + d(Experience)

e(Experience)2 + f(Education)2

+ g(Education)(ixperience)

The value of the f coefficient would provide a guide to the effect

of education on the 'payoff to further education. The estimate. of the g

coefficient would indicate whether there are positivelor negative inter-

actions betweeh experience and education in determining percentage increases

in ear gs.

Education square"was insignificant in all of the regressions for

part-timers.
1

Hence, an alternative ford

(2) Log hourly wages = a +.b(lre) c(Education) +4(Experience).

- e(Experience)2 + f(Education)(Experience)

waslalsoiestitated. `These results from this, estimation are given in

.._equatiAns 2-of Table 1.

The results in equations 2 confirm the'findingS of tions-1 on

Alb"
the overall effects of erience and education on earnings.' In equationp

- 2, ag'in equations 1, the simple or gross education and expetience

. .

coefficients (C and d, 'respectively) themselves are generally large and

*
;statistically significant for part.-timers,

A

1The .absolute values of the t--ratios ranged from .12 to .78..

S
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2Motedver, an attempt,fwas made to, make the estimates of experience and

education effects in the two equation sets more comparable by examining
.br

net coefficient valubs at the means of the data.
I

Thus,' the education

coefficient c in equations 1 was compared with c+f(EXperience)',

where the bar denotes mean value/2 (This makes the two estimates

'comparable since, in equatioris 2, an increase in education of one year
0

will, because of'ihe interaction term,,yield,an increase of
P

.c+f(Experience) . in the logarithm of hourly wageS.) Similar adNMents

were made in the experience coefficients: d -2eax-perience) in

p
equations 1 was compared with d 2e(Experience) + f(Education) in

equations 2.

The conclusion In section 1.b, based upon what we are here terming

gross coefficients, that experience and education payoffigore about the

same for part-timers as for full-timers is replicated when het coefficients

are used for comparison. Moreover, the coefficients of the interaction

terms themselves (education times experience) tend,to support the hypotheses

advanced above.
3

J

r

o1 I.e., the partial derivative of log hourly wages with respect to

different independent variables. In equation (1),

)(Log hourly waies) Log hourly wages)
= c , = d - 2e (Experience) ;

)(Education)-\ Experience)
. /

in equation (2),

;(Log hourly wages) ,.
c + £(Experience) ,

';)(Education)

Log hourly wages) - d 4^ 2e(Experience) + f(EducationA .

(Expgrience)

2Means of standard schedule, full-time workers were used.

3When,the education squared variable was used, the point estimates

-cif the coefficient of thiS variablewere consistently lowelkfor part-

Eimers. Tfls would be consistent with the view that the best jobs,

requiring a high le.vel of education, are not a'vailabV to pat-tirayrt,.
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Negative iriteracti'Qn between experience and education are

observed for all the subgroups in equations 2.
1

However, these cdefficients

are much larger lor part-timers than for full-timers. In part, this

difference reflects the larger experience effects which are often observed

for part - timers here -- but t.-ie parttime apefficients are sti ,larger

than those for full-timers, even when corrected fOls this factor (by

diViding the f coefficiefit by. the d Coefficient in equations 2).2 Th4.s

result would be consistent with the hypothesis developed above -- that, as
Os.

-1P
a result of emtoyer attitudes towArds hiring, training and promoting part-

/

timers, education and experience are more likely to be substitutes, and

44?
40,less likely to.be highly complementary, for part-timers.

Race

The introduction of these interaction terms brings out more clearly

the role of race in determining the earnings of part-timFs: the

variable white is positive in all three of the part-time

equations2,vd is significant in two of them. A larger

useful in determining whether there are generally strong

on the earnings of part-timers.

subgroups in

sample would be

effects of race

.1
These coefficients were insignificant for shift workers.

.2The net part-time coefficients are much larger than the net male

full-tite coefficient, buc only slightly greater in absolute value than

the fegmiale full-time coeffqxients. The ,iarger coefficients for female

full-timers may'reflect similarities bett4een pArt-time, and female,full-

tulle labor marketSincluding greater sulstitability and less

complementarity between education and experience. '

ti
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3. Sectoral Influences on Individual Earnings

The models of wage determination in& sections 1 and,2 oily examine

the influence of the individual's background characteristics of his hourly

earnings. But the earnings level of the sector in which he finds employ- J

ment may also have an independent influence his wage. This influenc

,can readily be integrated into the basic'model pfesented in section 1. Lf

the individual wage erruc term from equation (1) is W.. , i.e., if

(3)1.7ij =1:n1,4ij -a b(Race
ij ij

) c(Education ) d(Experience
ij

)

- e(ERperience
iJ
.)2

where j is the jth sector and i -is the ith individual, wij can be

thought of as assum of two factors, a sector influence effect, v. , and an

individual random variation; u
ij '

(4) wij = N)

The regression model can the' be rewritten as:

1

(5) lnW.. = a 4,b(Race
ij

) 4 c(Education
ij

d(Experience
ij

)

4 e'(E.Y.Periericeii),2411.411
ij /-

0-
direct miasute of v does not exist, but several indirect methods

j

for inco orating l*Cloral influence are povible. The simplest is to Use

W the sectorawage level itself.
1

However, this would be inappropriate,

1
As measured by the average wa/in the sector. adig Wktion to the

disadvantages mentioned in the text, this measure will also be. subject to
the sa7,plebias mentioned in the discussion below of the Lecond alternative-

* mLasure, v. .

,J
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inasmuch as the average wage will reflect differences among sectors in the

average education, experience, sex, and race composition of the labor force

employed there,' as well as sector-specific factors that.ifluence'earnings.

The influence of intersectorardifferences in background characteristics

can be standardized for by takiftg sectoral averages of the residuals frogff

the individual earnings functions eptimat in seetipn.a: by..

measuring vj as

(6) vj

n
3 wii
E

i=1

where w
ij

is an estimated value of w
ij

(see equation (10, and aj,
is the number of cases in the jth sector.

'Theeffectofv.on the wage of part- timers was measured in several

different ways; by simply adding it as a regressor variable to thewage

equation forpart,timer1s; by adding it as a regressor an equation in

.
which the coefficients of the background variables are constrained to

those obtained

/ regressing the,

and by adding

background var

in Table 1 (1.

standard shift

Adjusted

are present

in equations e-g in Table 1 that ohtained by

earnings of part-tilers on their background characteristics);

the to a regression in which the coefficients of-the'

iables are constrained to those obtained in-equations a and

e., to that obtained by regressing\ihe earnings of full-time,

workers against their badtgrounl characteristics),'

coefficients of determination; R2 , from these regressions

Table 3. Row a gives the results obtained with background
A.

e (repeatinx the presentation Cn Tdble,1). Rmis b-d give 'thevariables alok

R2 found when

.

',17% is Akd to measure sectoral influence. *en this

4 - 72 -



'sectop,a1MIPTUence variable is employ ed,, R2 rises from .2,1.to .31 for

7

male part-tithers; .17 to .30 -.33 for female part-timers; home-in-

. e

the-afternoon; an4,from .31 to1.50-.53 for female partltimers, away-in-
.

k

the - afternoon, _ S

However, the use of v. AS a pro)q.for may yield biased 4

- .

estimates of the ,importance of sectoral influences. On the' one hand,

InSofar as v, and background characteristics axe correlated, the use of

v
1

,will minimize the measured,influ ace of sectoral factors. By

calculatingo v. as 11 residual, the coon v in backgrOUnd
'a I

characteristics and V .is attributed'to backgrOund characteristics.

Many` practitioners would defend this practice on the grounds that if .

. .

-..- \._ a'
-

,

t access, to higher- paying sectors is correlated with higher educational. :

attainment, Ihen-this should be .considered as a,ieturn-to education.'

On the ottler 'hand,'there are reasons for believing that the useOf

v._ will xield some upward bias.,in the correlatibn coefficient.
J.

' 4 ,

lb
.Combining equations (5) and (6), we ob,pain:

J

. o '
J k J

.. , ,

E .w. E (v .+ u..) E u..

..,.. i=1 ii' '1.1 Ja 13 1=1 13.

(7) V, = gr ÷
.J

n. wj n:

.

.. 3 5:i '4
,

..i b4
J

fr,
IF

where ii. is the average value of u 1 for thejeh sector in a
.

1

ij
t

t' *

^

A

18
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particulat sample.
1

This error in the, measurement of v will also lead

to ad errorin the measurement of R
.

. Abstracting from

wij
vJ

differendes in the number o workers in each sector (i.e. writing .n

n ), it can be shown trig fdAllarge samples:2

R-

,(a)
n

v.,w..
13

G2
v.

./

For a very ,large n, R^ R Otherwise, an.6pward
;

vi, wii
'Sias is obtained in themeasure of correlation.

..k

41,

1
An additional source of bias is trodpcad insofar as w.. 4 ..

2..] wij

ien
i.e., insofar as'sampling variations yi inaccurate measures

of the coefficients ineqUalL.ions'1, and ce in the measure of the
4

residual. . This type of..erlik.will decline with the size of the total

sample, 'lot the size of the sample in each iettOr an impOrtant`distinc-

tion when a large sample is divided intomany sectors,, as in the present

cas However, this error will conlrilgate.to Ake-measurement bias in. '.;

i
,

discoL d in the text: .
, .

F

. .

'2 --

,

.For this relationship
v inthe sample would have
that

' , .

to.hold exactly the covariance between _u and

to equal zero. From (4) and WYt follows

'R-
v ,w.
d 11

R
v.,w.

lj

can be rewritten as

2

n
a fr

u (1

n
covar (u., v)

covar(v,w) v

covcr(v,w)*Ioa-
v

a2 + covar(Lior v)

.27

a 2

n

covar (u, v)

n

pe expected value of uv is zero. If covar(u,v) = 0 in the

bample, we'obtain the. -"Suit in the text.
.



a,

%

The proxy variable method ptoVicres still anotter way Of estimating.

the effect of ,sectoral-nfluences on individual earnings. This technique

ctn be employed, by tirs# regressing'the observed sectoral residua,ls (v.)

.

on a set of exageifus variables, which can predict the residual. Thep,$' _ ,

ofthesectoreTrepiaUel(z.)fs substitute3 for theto predicted level
.:.

actual
,,

j
actual (v

1

,

vor )

. -

-regressed upon background characteristics an Sectoral
e
influences. . This.

.inthe rpressionIn which individual earnings ate'

4
method yields eonsisltent estimates of the influence of the sectorali ... _ .

. 6
... s dariation factor. 4Vowever, it.will yield correlation
r....

downward bias. If v. = z: + t. , where z'

j J j., j

9*.
,

v. , and t. represents d4viations from this
J. , J

that for large samp%s:
1

0

.0

.

R.
z, w

.R

-111,
.- 6

For tnis relationshi to holdoexactly.the:covaiiance
'z , and t in'the sampld would have tcregval zero.' From

and'(4),:lt f011oWsihee

2

Ja

Yt

results that have a

cis the predicted level of

prediction, it-can be shown
A

,

. R a
z, w , cover.(z,w) -v

..= __=.,
,..11. R covar(v,w) a

10
...r,sw z

can be rewriste2ast 0

V.
; .

.

;22 -F.. covar(z., t).+
- z

fla

4
covar(u;zi

'oijz + 2 covar-(z,t),+ cover(h,z) + cover(u,t) a2
, . t

A

The expected Values -of the coVariances among u,z .and t are
areapproximately equal to zero in the sample,-we libtain'tfie
-text.*

..-,

4

between
v,
J

= z.

u,
+t.wj

S.

G
z
2 4 coyar(t 7z) +

-.dr p To
,

A

*

A

c..?

z

Zero, If they
repult in' the

evo

r

0

7'



I

WftiCh will be less than unity where z is an-imperfect predictor of v

(i.e., where 02 > 0 ).

,As a result of the work described-in the next section (see especiall4

c.03.d,Predietion)'.ameasnre of zj was available.
!

z was used in place of v. in two equations; in 'each,, individual.j

t
earnings were regressed on z , and on background cha ..

ActeristicS. , In the
j .

I o.. fit equation; the coefficients of background variables are constrained'
. lb

,to those obtained from the regression of part -time earnings on background

*-

4

variables. In the second, they are castrained to values obtained frOm
..

tt;tie, regr) ession of ,full -time earnings on background vaDiablies. Theadjutt040-
t .

coeflitients of determination, R2, obtained from theseregressionsar$,

gin in rows e and f , respectively.10 As expected, the R2's ale 1oWer
It

. - t

thanthoseobtainedbyusingtheobserv.edsecioarres*dual,v.,but they
.. J,.., - a i iare higher than the value obtained-w th background characteristics alone.

-.
. ,

.

Equally important, ,the t !rad for the z variable in'these six

regressions range from -.69 to'11.66, indicating the stcistical

cance of this sectoral influ Are variable in determining:the earnings of

' individual part-timers.
It

Lff summary, ee.r1 when very stqct tests dfthe role of sectoral

influences on the individual4arnings of part-timers are employed, it is.

+a

... .

-obvious that sectoral factors,'as welt as background characteristics,
.

are
. .

important. the next sectiosakpresents an 'explicit analysiS of deterthina-
..

.

. i

don of th sectoral factors influencing part -time emplpyment a'1d wages.. -

I

4 -4
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TABLE 3
at'

Sect.oral Influence on- the Earnings of Individual Part-Timers

4

Coefficients orbetermination
(adjusted)

Obtained. fgr:

Males remales

Awayin
Aftergpon

t

a.:.21 .31

b.

c. .)7 .*

d. .37

e. .25

f'. .24

Home in
Afternoon

.17

,.53 .33

.53 - .33

.51 '0( .30

.43r 40 .24

.41

Race, education,

.22

4*

W.

Variable Sets Used in the Regression

Individual characteristics*

4
Individual characteristics, sector wage

individual characteristics weighted by
sector wage residualw.)

Indiyidual characteristics weighted by
sector wage,residual )

Individual
estimate

Individual
estimate

j

dual (w.)

part-time regression results,

full-time regression results,

characteristics weighted by part -time
of sector wage residual (z j)'

OF

characteristics Wdlighted by full-time
of sector wage residual (z )

2

At
is

experience, experience scitiared.

Awe'
.

regression 'results,

regression_ results,
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A

Cross-Sectiolal Differences in the Employment

and Earnint gs of Part-Time. W9rkers ,4

-,.
,

1. Irltroduetion
.1

As we have seen a significant Portioh\of the derfference.in earhings

among part-timers derive(frbm variation in the relative supplyf of and
, .

demand for part-timers 'among di?felent,sectors of the economy.' An-analysis
. .

of sectoral variations:is also useful.ln studying in greaten depth factors

responsible for differences tn earnings between full and-ALtimers.

1,

Further, an analysis of,intersectoral variations can also proVide

information both on opportunities for the employment of part-timers and

On the potential supply of part-time labor: It can be 'especially 'helpful

in understanding the extent to which utilization_of part-timers can be

in Creased as supply' is augmented, or as other factors change.

t'

1/4

-
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Hypotheses About 'the Demand for.and amply of
Part-Time Employees .

,

I.

1The qualitative analysis of _the' utilization oi.,part,-timers in it

different sectors in 'section II suggests a number of hypoth ises that can
bft tested with cross-sectional, data. It will be assumed here that one4 , .

. can develop such testable hypotheSes in the context of the* traditiikal,
. , 7neoclassical model -- "conventional Wis, om" ip .present day !economics

,
, \ /

which would in this &appl;:i&ation predict .that\theti."tribution of part-s. \.... 4

time's over industries and occupations will be a function of both employee

supply and employer demand factors. It is, of dourse ,Ider stood that
employers determine whether jobs' shall be filled by part-timers or fun-ti

timers. But, employers can be -influended in theit,,decisions by the- rela-
.

availability of woikersiinterested in part-timett4a, in their sector.

V.

9

-4414
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n

1. Turning first to emplowe,. supply-side factors, one %Quid,

predict that demographic characteristics .aie likely to influence the

employee demand for part-time Work-(a supply charai teristic from the

perspective of the employer). Essentially, thoseemployee,with al 'erns"-

,

tive income sources; with noh-market -work responsibil i ttesi or with

"physical limitatitns, are most likely to want to woisk part -time (see ,

0

section II C above). Another, source of supply of part-time joLsgekers

are the mocInlighters, whouse'rpart-time work to extend their work day

"(and hence are not "Art-timers" in the definition used herel; The

characteristics of this group are the' rpierse of those of the voluntarf

part-timers (see section II Bsabove). Idowev since moonliaSters

.constitute only between twenty and twenty-five percent of partltime,

'job holders, demographic charac4ristics favorable tothe supply of

4

-;ordinary part timers are likely ,to-be morf important'in determining
. !,

.

differerices in the supply of part-time job seekers i

.0
More specifically, one would expect that married men in the 25-50

year a e group are least likely to want part-time work? since they_generaily,

w.

I :
t the higher inceimes Asociated with full7tihe work. On ,:he other

and, married women with school nr_pre-school age, childrea.are466st 14:ely
4

o want part-time work, inasmuch ag a full-time job wil1 tequire either
'

too many hours of,w4k, or hours at the wrong timeof day. Young, single
,

. *. .

'pecTle (males and fe0 males); will' also tend to.prefer,.part-time work, since
*.

,p

,

-

1,many age students', and others'are living at home, with only a minor need

for income.
,
Older workers will also tend to prefer part-time employment

.,

as _a reskat of.a pension, a disability, or both,
6,,

. t
.?

V.

40,
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,

.2 Some sectors of

workers with demographic

work "(mothers, young peop

the economy will have a large propbrtion of

characterihics dUct are favorable to part-tiTi

le, etc°. Demographic composition varies among

sectors because of the nature of the wilrk and perbhps; because, of

traditions, or of past discriminatory practices against women and others.

Where tie demographic composition is favorable, employers might be

/r

encburaged to set up part-time s hedules, at least ifthis offered the

prospect of obtaining labor more chkplY.

3, On the other hand, empiyees would be encouraged to take part-

,

time= jobs, over full -time jo6si, if the relative wage of part- timers was

Ahigh.

- 4. Em plVers wo d be likely to prefer part-time work`schedules
N

where there_it a -related 'aeed for it. Actually, each sector of ,the
.

economy has itle_ow,,L special needs and problems. However, the discussion

in sections D and II E above,of employer usage of part-time worker's,

. ._

suggest some more ipe9ific hypotheNs.' Because of the importance of the.
. ? , ;

.

problem of matching-job times and job needs, and the possibility of

.

substituting part-timers for full-time, nonstandard shift workers, one

, 4
would expect there to be s slematically positive cortij.alriod among

. ,

sectors between usage ofpart-time work and shift work.(using_that,term

it -

:tobenote any,,joonstandard...full-time schedul4). Part timers may b

:

ful in all those work activities
.

tahich,extead for a period-of time each
.

.

day (or week) that is not boned by the: standard eight -thour d4?5,,.or

' ,

'some multiple thereof' (or the forti:hour week or some tiultiple).' Part-
.

. 4
. . t ,

, .1

timers are also especially useful in those activities in which the demand

4

,

'-'4` .

A
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rfor employees varies ove the day or week. Here, the need for part-time.
,

employees isagenetate4 during the "busy" period. In each'of these

Vsituations, employers may seek part-timers who will put in hourg at at
Ni

time of day orevening which meet tt employer's needs.

j_n most of.these situations the employer has the alternative option

of hiring,a-"shift worker" ta full-timer` leio hours are scheduled at

non-standard times). The substitution of part-timers and shift workers

is Auite common in those sectors which offer services to the public. The

-*

retail trade sector an3 most other Industries in the service Sectr,

including)the health, security, restaurant, leisufd, repair And education
A

industries provide numerous examples of this type of schedule'structure

(see section II E above).

,However, different structure is observed when'W111h industry is,

prdducing a good for inventory or stock, for two reasons. First, there

is less need for systematically irregular hoFrs toMeet demandS. Where,
6

there is variation, this is likely tube --be less systematic -dtificUlt tCY,
4

t

forecaSt and short-term in nature. Hence, variations are likely to be

net by overtime work, or involuntary part -time employment, for the full-

time labor farce, rather than by hiring part-timers.

Second, where shift work is used -in these sectors, it is fOr quitd
.

different 'reasons: for example,'to.olitain better ut

-7 minimizing workplace costs per Otker or

ilization of capital

4
to maintain a

,.

continuous protess,in an industry. Mining eild manufacturing are exampleS

of this type of industry. an practice,-one mulealsoadd railrbads:

railroads do not-Produce for stocks' but do have similar problems of.

maintaining usage of rolling stock) ',(:)ne'wOuId not expect a positive.

correlation between. Shift work and paitaiime employmeritikainthev sectors
,

(see section If 1)).

-83-
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4

5.. Part timer are likely to be underrepresented in those sectors.

where the wage of full-time workers iadjusted for individual background

characteristics) is high. One would expect that,wages will be high fn-

'those sectors where trainihg'andpromotion opportunities permit individuals.

to imprbve their economic ponition,,beyond the,averagefor their education

. But, one would also expect that part-timers will tendto be

11101
,

s,
.

excluded from just this type of opportunity. 'Moreover, it i.s expected

that these sectors would heavily overlap with,what dual laboiPmarket

1, theorists call "primary labor markets." Niesofaz as these large organize-
.

tions are charaqterized by complexsupervisOry.p.yramids and intricate

communications networh, the greater supervisory, coordination, and

communication problets, imposed bythe use of part-timers might also limit

their use here. Hence, one should expect a negative relationship between

, .\the employment of part-timers, and Nuality-aajustedYfull-time wage rates

(see seet ion D above).

6. While employers are generally expected to be sUsceptibleito

relative price d.ifferences, the degree pa which they will make,4n adjust4.

melt in the part-time/full-time ratio will

i I
apical considerations redute the usefulne

I

In some sectors, where

part-timers to a

rneglAible level, one would expect, relatively 1 e adjustment to price
.

differences (continuous shift plants would provide ah extreme example,

but many others could be cited in this sector). A higher degree of

'responsiveness would be expected in, the white,collar and service sectors.

)/,

It
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0ne might also predict.that where labor is relatively expensive,
.4

more attention would he paid to lab r costs,, and bureaucratic opposition ,
. .

to considering part-tisers (wher exists) would be more readily ove-

come, germs, a greater price sensi' vity could also be forecast here.

+1.
via

t
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3. Empirical vidence on Intersectoral Dgferences . * -

40401 r' 0 . ,.
, 4 ', ' .7( r

a. The Data-
5

0

Theempirical data base used here is the same as that 2mployed in

section B -- the matched March-May; 19734 CPS sample. However, in order

to eddy the intersectoral distribution of part-timers, a number of

. varighles from the CPS tape were first
4
aggregated

,

by sector. Two iundred

sectors were included (corresponding to the major industry and occupation

.subgroups of the U.S. census categories).

Hourly earnings Were first adjusted for individual characteristics

using the coefficients for race, education and experience in Table 1
, . ,41

.

(equations a.1 and c.1).- Then the average, adjusted wage was calculated

A t
1

N

for each sectors' Separate computations we?e made for ft11-timers and

"part-timers The Olio of the'number of party -time to the rfumber of full-
.

time workers was then obtained for glach sector. In this .:calculation part=

time moonlighters -- those holding a full-time and a part -time job -- were

counted twice: as full-timers' in the sector in which they worked f01-

E.

time, and as part-timers in the sector in whichthey worked part -time.

A number. of demographic, c aracteristics were similarly aggregated

by sector: the/proportion of workers under twenty -five years of age or

over f gf ty year of age; of womelltith children under fifteen years of.

agero other married, women; of single females; *of other wren; and of

single les. (

. A part-time job need variable was constructed, equal to the propor-

,Uon of shift workers, except in the mining, manufacturing and railroad

industries.
,

40 1' 86 -



b. Cross-Tabulation Results

The data in Tables 4-:61 tend to support several of the hypothesesin,

section 2. Takle'4a gives the distribution of.differeAt demographic

groups over types of jobs (including full-tithe, standard hours; full-

time shift work; part-time. moonlighter; and voluntary part-timer,

home -in- the - afternoon and away-in-the-afternodn).
1

Table 4b'Slibws the

proportion of the part and full-time labor forces with different

. ' demographic characteristics.

These results support the first illypothesis, in that the'-demoigraphic

groups expected Co desire pau-time employment in fact are more likely
- .

to have such jobs. or example, married males are
e"
a small proportion

of part-time only b holders, but constitute a very large proportioq

of moonlighting part-timers. Overall, though, their share of part-tithe .

jobs is small. ,Whe results for other groups also confirm theoretical,

expectations.

Table 5 tends to support the second hypothesis. This table'shows

the proportion of part-timers in fhe:seotor Of the economy in which,the

example, in column 2, the average fulletime married male has eleven.per-
4 ,

cent part-timers in vthe seekin which hiliworks, while the ave age

mother with Chilen under fifteen, emploYed full -time, has n' eteen per-.

7 IMP

average member of-a particular demographic group is employed.. For

cent paxt-timers in her sector.

The results in column 2 are thus consistent with the hypotheses that

41111I

employers do tend to create part-time jobs where the demographic factors
4

1
Tab 4 i based upon individual data.

upon data aggregated by sectOr...

-

413?
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All

Married Men

Single Men
Single
Females

Other

Females'
m j Females with
co 374

Children
Under
-Years of
Age

Young Males 1572
Prime-Age *,

4630Males
Older Males
YoUng

Females
'Privle-Age

Females

Older .61

Females

bistrjbution of Demographic

TABLE 4a .

GAiups Over

N All

100%

6519 100

1604

458

301

1989

1187 100 33.03

12.91%

2.43,

200 15;66

100 '25.23
4 .

100 '16.74

100 25.79

Voluntary. Part-Time*

Rome in the Away in the
Afteroon Afternoon'

10,0 25.8'9

100 1.33

'100' 5.03'

2568 100 18'.69

1240 100 21.06

Types,of Employment)

Part-lime
Moonlighter /

(One Part

Tia*,OneFull-
Time Job)

Ns.

Full-Timer

Standard Shift
Schedule Wrker

3.44% 9.45% 3.83% 81.22% 69.38% 11.85%
.7'2 1.72 6..20 b9.72 s 475.8.1 13.91`

4.36 21.20 2.00 70.40, 56..310 14.10
6.61 18.62 1.82 69.92- ' 60.94 .8.98

4.84 ' 11:90 1.78 79.59 72.36 f.23

.9.03 16.76 .34 1.24 61.79 ' 9.45

4.39 21.50 2.93 66.48 .. 53.31 12.97
4.32 1.01 6.67 .89.89 75.14 14.75
1.66 3.37 4.08 89.19 76.82 12.36

a
7.25 25.78 1.68 ,64.45. 57.54 6.91

6.58 12.11 .'1.21 78.58 69.86 8.7Z

6.'69 14.35 1.53 76.61 66.61 10.00

1Percentages do nat add up to
11-time jobs) arc excluded.

one-hundred since involuntary part-timers (arid those few workers who have two g4



All

Ma ried
en

ingle MepJ
Single_

co Vemiles
Other
Females

Females
with

Children

I

Under 15
Years of
Age

Young Males
Prime-Age
Males
Older Males
Young
Females

Females
Older

Fumiles

e5

t.

/

Distribution

TABLE 4b.

of Typesof Employme.nt Over Demographic Groups

11

Voluntary Part-Timer '

Involuntary
'-Part-Timer

Part-Time
Moonlighter
(One Part-

Time, One Full-
I Time Job)

Full-Timer, .

a

100%

Home in the

Afternoon
Away in the
Afternoon

100%

Standard
Schedule

Shift
Yorker,

.10N 100% 100% 1007 . 100% 100% 100%

:,.49.4 9.6 410.3 8.9 33:2 79,9 56,10 54.0 58.0'
12. 21:3 15.4 27.2 12.1 6.3 12.1. 9.8 14.4
13.8 26.8 26.5' 27.1 23.3 6.6" 11.4 '12.1 10.6 .

li.6 18.1 19.1 17.1 14.8 6.3 11.2 14.0 8.4

11.0 24.2 . 28..8 ; 19.5 16.6 1.0 9.3 9.7 8.8

.11.9 21.1 15.1 27.1 . - 17.0 4.6 11.2 9,2 13.1
35.1 3.5 3.3 3.7 18,8 30.6 40.8 3&.0 43.7

15.1 6.4 7.3 9.4 8.0 16,2 16.7 15.7

9'.0 21.8 18.9 24.6 16.1 2.0 6.4 7.5 5.3
a

19.5 31.0 32.1 25.0 ' 23%3 3.1 17.0 19.6 14.4

9.4 16.2 '18.2 - 14.1 15.1?" 1.9 8.4 9.0 7.9

16
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Average Proporti

Ina TABLE ,5

n of Voluntary Part -Time Jobs ivn Sector
by Dec ographic Compositift and Type

of Employment"

1

Volungpry
r Parlt-gimer Full-Timer

-

Married Males .247 .110

Single Males . .357 .133

Other Single.Females

NoChildrcn.,Ulder 15 Years
row

Sing4:e Females with Children
Under 15 Years

Other Married Females
No Children Under 15*Years

.375 .178

.455 .186

. 327 .16T

Married Females with Children,
.301 .158Under' 15 Years

Young Persons Under 25 Years .380 .146

'Prime -Age Persons - Between 25
. 293 125and 50-Years

Older Persons Over 50 Years .338 .136

*

Numbers in body of table are proportion of
voluntary part2time employees in the sector wheie
the average member of the specified, group is employed.

c

971

.e.

1
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of the labor force are favorable. (In fact,tais is an Aceptionally st rict test

of the hypothesis" since if,when employers replace a full-time jobWith,Say,'

two part-time jobs, these are given to full-timer's with the expected

demographiccomposition 7- e.g., mothers or students -- this would reduce the
4

groportion of remaining full-timers with such demographic characteristics.

f
Hence, if employers acted randomly in deciding the proportion of part-

time jobs in their sector, one would expect a negative correlation between
(

the proportion of part-time ands -the demographic olllai-acteristics of the
. .

full-time labor force.) ,'

,

A comparison of colupms 1 and 2 of this table is also interesting. '\

Thts comparison yiel,ds an index of the relative segregation of part-timers

in the economy.. The table shows-that the. proportion of part-timers in

the sector in which the average part -timer finds himself is two to three

times as high as is the proportion of part-tim ersin the-sector in which

the average full-timer is employed.
4t. ,
.4. .

o 1

Table 6a similarly supports the tburth hypothesis. The average .

- 1 .

. part-timer is- in a sector, in which* the meAn value of the reed\fdr Part-

timer variable is .18,.aboutNtwicias 'high as thelevelof that variable ..:
. .

.
.

. . .

in the'sector in which the average fulT-timer is employed.

The data in TAle 611 tend to support the Fifth hypothesis.. ln fact,

they indicate that the wage of the average full-time employee_in'a sector

In which a part-timer works is- ninete6 percent below that paid po

the average fill -time Wage in the economy. Thus, the allocationrof part-
, .

timer to sectors with low wages accounts for aboUt two-thi,rds'of the earnings

2,

gap between full and part-time ,e,

ir

loyeed.

l
4

4

.



'TABLE 6a

A.verae VaJoru.eft.o.f Partr=TimeJob Need Variable

in Sector in Which Aberage Worker
, i

, Was gmproyed
-.

Part-Time Workers :184

All Workers
`,-

.096

,

TABLE 6b

Average Value o.f Wage Residual.

(Qualtity-Adjusted Wage) in Sector

in. Which,Averae Part -Timer

Was Employed
S.

Wage of Part - Timers
-29.0%

(Quality-Adjuted)

Wage of Pull-Timers
-4'9.27

(QualityAdjusted)

99
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c. Regression Models And Results

of aCross-tabulations thu permit, 7i rough test Ot numbei of the

.

hypotheses in 2., A different, more sophisticated test of all these

., . .

.'hypotheseS is also possible, with bl}e useief a supply-and-demand model'

.

. . ,

of the part-time labor market (basedjupon-neoclassical econpmic theory),.

Cost' minimization in the utilization of part and fullTtime labor

implies teat the ratio of the''marginal products of the two.types of '

labor equals the ratio of their prices. It is assumed.that the produc-

tion function relating part and full-time labor to output can be

approxilia;ed by a constant ellsticity of substatuti.on form

,

1 _l_ , r\ -,

al) 0 _ aq- + (1-a)q; ] a

i

4.

1,
i .

where 0 is output, q1 is the quantity of part-time labor, q2 the

quantity of full-time labor, and the ella of sub9titution
i

t i
between part and full-time labor, ¶ = 1+3 . This elasticity of

substitution measures the percentage change in the ratio of factor

tinputs per ne percent change in ratio o
c

marginal products. Since

the assumpt-ion cif' cost minimization implies that ,the ratio of marginal
/

------\J

product/ equals the ratio of factor prices, the elasticity can equally

be sa d'to measure the percentagechange in the ratio of factor inputs

d

I
. f,

per (Sine percent change in,the ratio of factor prices. Thus, it folio*

from (2).that:

(11) In
2)

= 1a
a 1- oln(P

I
/P

2
)

93
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whdte .Pl/p2 0 the ratio of the (quality-adjusted) price of part-time

labor to the (quality-adjusted) price-of full-tim&labor. If we posit

that a is a function of the sectoral wage 1 vel W i(tull-ame wage

adjusted for background characteristics), and of'pdrrt-time job need,

PTJND , then, linearizing the relationship for empirical' work, and fhtro--:

ducing an error-term -u we obtain

-(12) ln(q., /q2) = + b PTJND + cW + dln(pi/p2). + tit
dle- '

lere .d is equal to - o , as our empirical demand function.

1

If the relative supply of part-time labor is a function'of the.

r .

demographic composition of the sector, and the relative wage of part-

timers employed there, it would be appropriate to use an empirical

supply function of the fo;m:.4
(13) ln(71/q2) = a + bS cln(pl/p2)

where S is a vector of demographic variables. (In the empirical work

reported here, the proportion of young workers; old workers; Angle male

workers; single female workers mothers with childr,en under 15 years of

age;- and other women were employed as demographic variables. The propor-

tion of married males was -excluded, as was the proportion oe\prime-aged

workers, to avoid the problem Ofverfect multicollinearity.)

-Equations (12) and (13) constitute a system with two endogenous

variables, ln(q
1
/q

2
) and ln(p

1
/p

2
) . Estimation by ordinary

.least squares Here would thudbe expected fo yield inconsistent results.

,(In particular, it would tend to generate estimates of the supply price

coefficient that were too low, and of the demand price coeient that

94 _
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\

,, t .

. were too hie.) ll'ence, the system was, estimated bythe two-stage-le'ast
. 1

squares'tegression method which provides'conSistenCestimates of the price
?

,. i l

,
.....-)

coefficients. The results of the secopd lstage estimation are presented
1.

.
[

. a
in Table ga (equations a alIA); those obtained'by estimating the

, I

equations by,ordinaty least squares art also given, to provide a comparison

(Table 7). I 4

These results in Table 8.tend tq support the first tive hypotheses.

The expectation of
t

a hegative effect of trainin d of a pasitive effect
r s

of fob need on the employer's relative demand for part- timers is strongly
1

supported by the results obtained with the proxy variables used here. A
A

high elasticity of demand is inaic,ated by the coefficient of the relative

price variable (the logarithm of the raft() ofthe quality-adjusted, part-

time wage to the quality-adjusted, full -time wage); a ig measured over

4
, .

In.the supply equation, d , the price elasticity of supply i large

and pgsitive also (over four); TheThe set.of demographic variables iS)

together make 4n important contributLn tb the regr.ession
2
although

they are highly multiCollinear,reducing-their, individual significance.

Moreover, those coefficients which have relatively high measured t ratios

have the expected signs.

A test can also be made" of the sixth hypothesis, that the elasticity

of substitution between part and full-time labor will be a positive .
. .

'..o.' 1---1
.Note ;hat, as expected, the supply elastiett* has a lower algebraic

value and the demandelasticity a higher value in the ordinary'least squares
Tio.

regression eaymates than in those obtained by the two-stage least squares
regyession. '''

s .

. .

,,,,

2
The adjusted ,coefficient of 'ta-tcwiination almost doubles when the'

*demographic variables are added. '` .
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A

V

.

LQR

'LPR

,ELPR

ti

W

PTJND

INTW

iNTN

LQR

LPR

ELPR

Plder

Young/

Single
Male

Single.
Female

Definitions for Tabres'7 and

Dethand

Log (Number df part-timers/M,Mber of full-timers)

Part-time wage, adjusted
Log (

Full-time wage; adjusted

Estimated value of 'LPR

.1
Log full -time wage, adjusted

Part.Itime job need
. ,

ELPRW

ZLRFPTJNIO,

Supply

la

I

. dr
-Log (Number of parttiEefs4Number of full-'-timers)

Log ('
Part-time Wage, adjustecP1
Full-time wage, adjusted '

Estimated value

Proportion over
r

Proportion over

Proportion

of 'LPR

5,0%years of age,

25 years of age

singleimale

Proportion single female 4'

(Mothers Proportion mothers-with,chi*dren under ,15 years of age

Other

.Married Proportion married women without children under 15 years of age
Female

c 96-
10.3
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TABLE 7,

0

4

Demand and Supply of Part-Time Employees

Ordinary Lep,§,t Squares Estimates .,

a. rt2 =

LQR "-2.63q4 3.6132 tip +

L-ratio (-7.46)

$

b.
)

.
R2 = .51

.

' I5emand

4:0055 PTJND LPR

(6.29)

StgiAy_,e.
4

..,
-N.LQR = -4-.2440 +' -.8776 OLDER + .3497*, YOUNG 7.1818 SINGLE MALE + 6.2559' SINGLE FEMALE.

t-ratio'' ('.74) (.21). (3.85) * .' (3.81)

t-ratio.

-10 .

A

V.

-.4641 OTHER MARRIED-FEMALES 1.5947 MOTHERS ° + 7566-1,PR

(.861 (1.92)-

,- -

V

e,

O 0 A

Ilk

I

f0 5
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TABLE 8a

Demand and Supply of Part-Time Employees

Two-Stage Least Squares Estimates

Demand /Standard Error
of Estimates

111 -

a. LQR = -3.2697 - 5.0806 W + 3.9928 PTJND 4.1610 ELPR 1.26

t-ratio (-6.61) (5.22)

b. LQR -3.4990 - 5.3364 W a + 4.2890 PTJND - 5.2767 ELPR L 5.6780 INTW

t-ratio (-6.58) (5.28) (-3.04) (-1%75)

1.31

c, LQR = -3.3768 - 5.2593 W + 3.5756 PTJND - T.4006 ELPR - 5.6710 INTW 1.26

t.-ratio (-6.63) (2.68), (-2:06) . (-1.81)
,

A ' 6.6089 INTN _, ,,

t - "Patio ( -.66)

Supply
.°

d. 'LQR' = -3.6226 - .2286 OLDER -- .5180 YOUNG + 8.2593 SINGLE MALE

t-atio (-.16) (-.28) . (4.17)

* 4:6241.SINGLE FEMALE A- :4256 OTHER MARRIED FEMALES

t- ratio (2.01) (.24)

ONO 3;4771 MOTHERS + 4.6564 ELPR

-ratio (1.56) (3.52)

1.14

A

107
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b.

4.

108,

I

- TABLE 8b

4

-2.7170

t -ratio

I

Demand and Supply of Part-T ime Employees

Two-Stage Least Squares Estimates

(Excluding Mining,'Railroads,,,and Manufacturing)

Demand Standard Error
of Estimates

- 5.4959 W + .4775 PTJND 5.4366ELPR

(-7.95), (2.14) (-3.73) c

1

Supply

-3.3171 + 1.t359 OLDER - .3623 YOUNG + 8.0633 SINGLE MALE

t-ratio (1.24)' (-.21) (4.02)

-. 1:5977 SINGLE FEMALE 2.0065 OTHER MARRIED FEMALES

t-ratio (-1.28)

+ 9.3716 MOTHERS + 4.1943 ELPR

t-ratio (4.47) (3.36)

.!

1.00

I.

t

so.

109
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.I,

function both of sectoral wage leVel and part-time job need.

linearize this relatio4

(l4t) -q = + fW

or as

(15a) -
I

e + fW
6gPT.IND

,

t .
and substitute in thedemand equation, we oatain

(16a). .1n(q1/%2) a -11AbW + cPTJN101,,-. e1ntp
1
0/p-

2
fln4p1/p2)(W) + u

,
.

a

we

/f

- .

(16b) lngi/q2) = bW eld(p
1'
/p

2 1 2
) = fln(0'/p")(W),

t
gln(pl7piOT.IND')t u.

.

, ,,- . , . -.

a. -
,

. *'
'. ) '

% respectively: - 0 N :14.,/ 14 I
t The recultS of es.tiiiiasting:tte5e eAuaeiOnstargrgdven.in ,117uatiOn

.
4 ' .. , 4 . 4 ° ...

4 ir ,

,,t R
i ..,and c of T4ble 8a. The signs-,o f,,these intetacCion coeffiients..

. .. 1, \
%

' .

t
consistently support the hypotbaehps develdpedherg. Nbreovdr, sill,

.
. . a-.

. l. .
, higher estimates of the elasticity of substitution are Pipined tv,Ilena

.
.

i
is measured, here as,indidated by equationg' (16a) and (1.8.b),,above (measuring,"

, . , II,- .-
.. . : -, a

W 'and PTJND.. at the mean of lotlip:dat7a)4,in elich cage a. 4, measured as
,..

,
r--: 4". " - 4. . v.

equal to, about' five. However, mu ca/ linearity, recttioes thesiOkficance
f r

4 4

these coefficients, making it especi4ly difficult to assess the

importance of -the Soblneecrinteractiourcoeffiti

An alternative method'fpe assessing, of ect'of job d on the

W

the

elasticity -of substiLtion'between,Aart and f
,

constrain the sampie,,exCluding thole sectors 'with minimal

time ;workers is to

-time job

n oe eds (mining, railroads, and"mnpufacturing). yf pur hkp theses is

correct' aril there is a positive reIationship.between part time job need
Alow

and the elasticity of substitution, a higher e'Stimhte of "a tiould".
7 100

. 1 1 0 . ./""
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I

be observed in, the restricted sample. Tie results are given in Table 8b.

As expected; the'estiMate of 'a is higher here -- 5.4.
2

4

') 0

I I,

1

I

I

ti

1

1

.

1
A two stage least squares regression was run. These results were

obtained in the second stage Of the estimation.

. lhen interaction terms were added in'this equation,,t1hey were

statistically insignificant.

3

r
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t

d.c Prediction

The exogenous variables employed in.the intersectorat model predidt
4

wages and ealPloyment of part-timers fairly well. Wh6a the-ratio- of part

to full-time employment is regressed on all the independent variables in

, the system (see Table 9, equation a), an adjusted cpefficient of detet-

Ilination, R2 :of .60 is'obtained, 'indicating that.about three-fifths of

the variance in'the.dependent variable is associated with the variance in

1
the independent Variables. When the manufacturng, mining and railroad

c

'sectorgsare excluded, the adjusted coefficient of detertiation, R2 rises
. .

,to .69. The coefficients in these. equations yield'predictions that follow

from the analysis of supply and demand 'In Table 8'; other things equal,

,

employment of .part- timers is xelativqy high W full-tamersof fUll-t rs
. -

q are low and where thg part-time job need variable is high. The supply
. ,

.,variables are intercorrelated here, mAing it difficult to measure their

a
individual` contribution, but where they'are significant, their coefficients

are o,f the expected sign.

4 in equation c , the age of part-timers is regressed on the exogenous°

P

variables in logardthmic Form. Here, about one-half of the variance in

' `they iependent variable (PTW) explai;ed. As eXpette, higher wages of
w 1r

full-tim4rs and greater need

N ' ..
4., ' ,' a

. ' '10110- . ..

relatiVe supply of part-time job seekers (especially the propoetion of
.

4
..*

. _ ....

part- timers both act to increase the wage

of part-timers. On, the other hand, ctors that tend tcincrease the

i/ngle..males and the proportion of mothers with children under fifteen yeafs

of age in 'the secorallabor force) tend to. depress the wages of part-timers.

1
0r, more precisely, in the logarithmg of these variables.

*

e
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Prediction,from the Demographic Composition

af Labor -Force

It was argued in section b that an exceptidnally strict test of the

validity of the supply theory advanced here would 1)e to determine whether
4,

the demographic compositiOn of the full-time labor force-cOuld be used to
---------

(

predict the proportion otpart-timers in a sector. (See above pp. 79-80.)

The results Of an effort to test this theory is offered, in equations b

and e of Table 9. The prediction values obtained here are almost 'as.
4

satisfactory as those obtained when the entire labor force it used. An

adjusted 'coefficient of deterVination, R2 ,of .58 is obtained in equation

b'1/4(compared to .63 in the earlier estimation, when the entire labor, force

was used).' Using full-timers only yields an y of .63, when mininEEr

s

manufacturing and railroads are excluded (compared to .69 when both part

and full-timers are used),. Moreover, the values of the individual

regression coefficients are in most cases remarkably similar to those

obtained when the demographic' composition of the entire labor force 15

used for this prediction.

-.103 --

113
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TABLE 9, .

Prediction .of Sectoral Variations of Part-Time Employment and Wages

a. R2 = .60

LQR = -3.9506

t -ratio

t-ratio .

t -ratio

+ 3.3742 PTJND 1.4046 W + .2260 OLDER + .7333 YOUNG

(5.73) (-2.37) (.20) (.49)

+ 3.6196 SINGLE MALE + 4.437'2. SINGLE FEMALE ,+ 1.8117'0THER MARRIED

(2.04)

.5941 MOTHERS

(-.35)

(2.79) (1.28)

FEMALES'

iw

b. k2 = .58
"ow

LQR A -3.7878 + - 3.9558 PTJND 1.9756 W .3270 FULL-TIME OLDER - ..7872FULL7TIMEYOUNG
' r

t -ratio (6.66)' (-3.41) (.32) ( -.62)

I

t-ratio

tl.ratio

4'

FULL-TIME SINGLE MALE + '3.5848 FULL-TIME SINGLE FEMALE

( .86 ) (2.79)

+ - 3:7853 FULL-TIME OTHER MARAIEWTEMALES -1.7507 FULTe-TIMEMOTHERS

(2;56) ( -1.20)
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(Table 9 - Continued - Page 2)

f

c. R2 = .49

LPI = .0165 + .1345 PTJND -+ .4761 W - .0954 OLDER + .118 ;t4tic

t-ratio ,(1:51) . (4.60) (-.461 2(.43)
I ,

1

.1

-
*- .9622 SINGLE MALE' .0080 SINGLE FEMALE + ..1581.0THER.MARRIED FEMALES

(-.03) (.66)6-ratio , (-2.97)

,v-retio

d. R2 = .69

- .5724 MOTHERS

(-2.08)

7
(Excluding Mining , Railroads, and Manufacturing)

LQR' = -3.2536 + .6534 PTJND - 2.1930 W + 1.2212 OLDER + .1870 YOUNG
41.

(1..26) ' (1.26) (.15)

4: 3.9252 SINGLE 'MALE 1.6259 SINGLE FEMALE 1.2743'0THEk MARRIED FEMALES

t-ratio (2.55) (-1.11) (-1.08)

+ 6.8638 MOTHERS

t-ratio (4.50 , e

0-

,a

a



(Table 9 - Continued - Page 3),

...

*e. 11" .63
.' .

LQR = -3.3003 t, 1.2047 PTJND- - 2.5124 W + 1.4831 FULL-TIME OLDER '.,-1- .1170 LL -TIM,t- ratio .. (2,15)
(-4,97) (k.64)

(.10 /
.

..

14

118

a

4

,

t- ratiotoi

7.

+.

.4-

t -ratio

1 "..s. `
.

. '3.9271 FULL-TIME SINGLE MALE .1130 FULL-TIMVSINGLE FEMALE
,

.. ,

/r
4

(.10
(2.70).

.
7

4
.

.
., .

.6078,FULL-TIME OTHER MARRIED FEMALES + 3.7336 FULL-TIME MOTHERS
(:38)

tit

(2.73)
-

4

-

a.

41.

.
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Iy. Conclusions and Policy Implications

A. Conclusions

A

ti

1. The.role of part-time employment in providing moonlighti

opportunitiei for prime-aged Males, and its restriction otherwise to

. function as a means of offering work 6 more 'cuarginaluisrOups in

the labor force does rend to contradict the view that part-time employ-

ment is a portent of further hours reddttion for majority group workers.

2. The high degree of responsiveness of employers to wage differences
c

when establishing a pant-time, full-time job ratio will certainly not allay

the fears of those who see part-timers as.taking jobs from members.pf the

full-time labor force. However, one'sirin4 evaluation of this question

must depend upon whether one believes that there will be, enough jobs to

accommodate both full and part-timers.

3. There is evidence that part-time.job-opportuniftiellare created

for "marginal" members of the labor force, thus facilitating their

participation in economic activity. Not' only'are existing part-time job

opportunities widely usedl;ymbthers, ydiing people, and older workers,

but there is some evidence that increases in the supply of Ach workers

'generate part-time tob openings for them.
A

* ,

4. Probably the most interesting lmpli ions are found in the

analysis of employers. There is evidence that, ployerS do respond

tn6changes in the demographic composition of the labOr force by chahging
*

A
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a

the partitiMe, full-time ratio. There is also evidence that they arq,liery

responsive to changes in the ratio of part to full-time'wage ratts Some

. .
. .

support is found for the hypothesis that employers tend not to hire part-
%

: kimers in he higher Orying sectors, which typically require training and
WV 4 I .:

promotion. Moreover, while the* is evidence here that employers do give

/
.

beiter==educated, more e4perienced part-timers somewhat better job.

opportunitys than would be offered to poorly - schooled beginners, the
0

upward mobility of part-timers is limited by employer policies barring

them from the best jobs.

As would be expected, employers make less use of part - timers in those

sectors of theeconordywh4re the cost of work' locations is high and technical

interactions are important. They make wide use'of Bart- timers where service

on demand requirements show regular fluctuations over the day or week.

- 108
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B. Policy ImpliCations

Ikt is difficult to derive policy 1.14lications when there is sustained

higleunemploymdat, and when the effects Of various types of labor markeil?

po es on the rate of unemploymtnt are a matter of controversy. Under3,1. ci

these circumstances, detailed studies of a sector of the labor market, such

as the present analysis 9f part-time workers, are more likely to yield
,

,

specific, information for the policymaker-(who will make his own assump-

tions about effects of speftc.policies on unemployment, inflation, and

so od) than they are to produce actual policy recommendations. It is in

this spirit that the following policy implications are offered.

1. The part-time labor market serves a very useful purp'qkse. It

provides .jobs for millions of Americans who might Otherwise not finds

employment. At the same time, enables employers to maintain, services

ifor the consumer's convenience at rregular hours, without either
1

*inconveniencing the full-tiMe staff or increasing the employers' 'labor

costs. Moreover, it can be argued that -- at least in times or-tight

.

labor market-conditions -- the pool, of part-time laborers/enables the

.

.
_ , 1*

economy to gendrate-fthigheroverall level of goods and services.

.2. The part-time labor market is very diverse, ma

14
by means of quotas a rather inefficient proposition. It has been .

regulation

suggested th at each federal department hire a quota of parp-timers.

A similar provision has been adopted in the^state government of

MAssachuvotts. Some advocates-of alternative work schedules

like to see ch quotas La^ osed upon private industries. A cross-
,

a
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ppsectional analysis demonstrates the inefficiency of this aroich.
. > There are

. t

sectors of to economy where part-timers play a catically,important role.
44 .

There ark other sectors where part:timers danq -compete with full- timers if

their quality and-wage rates are.aattKactive to.the employer: And there
1

are sectors
.

in which technical requirments make the, use of part-timers.
unomonomical.

.

S.- In mach. of the
1

part -tim
.
e. labor maftet? employers are quite

-
.%'

.. .

responsive to changes in tilte relative wages of
*
part-timers. If it were .,

. i
,

desired s'imply:to increase-(decrease) the proportiod oil part-timers in
.

'the'labor fOrce rather tharl to change the proportion in each-sector,

as in a quota'program .7-..a.reduction (increase) in the relativeprice

of part - timers could readily a hieve this goal. A. reduction in the
\...,

,reiatiVe price of part-times couldd'be accomplished either directly

through,a j subsidy to the employer, or indirectly through changes
.

in the structure of fringe k.enefits.-17- e.g., through changes in the way

in which ERISA, OASDHI, and UI impact'uOonthe employer's 14bor cost,

when hiring part-timers. ,

qi1

r.
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